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ABSTRACT 

Departmental policies for dealing with rape cases require special attention because these 
cases invoLve especially complex issues. Forexample, the crime is more difficult to prove,' 
the evidence more subtle, the legal requirements more. stringent, the victim more 
traunlatized, and tt~e public attitudes more polarized. than in almost any other type of 
crime. This report discusses the major rape policy issues confronting police administrators 
and recommends a number of particular administrative strategies. The following are 
examples of the types of policy issues and recommendations addressed in this document. 

The first policy decision facing departments is whether rape calls should be handled by 
a patrol officer, a trained patrol specialist, or some type of special unit. Since the average 
patrol officer sees only two rape cases a year, the special officer or unit seems best for all 
but the smallest departments. Selecting rape investigators is a difficult personnel problem. 
Not only must the officer be a good investigator, he or she must be flexible and 
understanding enough ~o work weU with a variety of victims and witnesseS. Both mal~ and 
female officers work well with adult victims but female officers have an advantage when 
working with children. Special training is essential in the beginning; refresher courses are 
valuable. Hours should be flexible because, although 75 percent of the calls come between 
5:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m., many parts of the investigations must be conducted during the 
day. Close cooperation is essential both with the prosecutor's office and with victim 
service groups and medical facilities. Therefore, it is important to encourage personal 
interaction;\;Tetween police and personnel from these other groups through mutual training 
courses, discussions, or joint assignments. 

At a more general level, the report discusses the scope of departmental policy-Le., 
which decisions should be policy-based and which are best handled case-by-case. Finally, 
recommended "Report Forms" for collecting and recording case evidence are appended 
to the document. 
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CHAPTER l. 'INTROD~tTION - " ,,/ . 

" The crime of forcible rape is receiving growirig recog~ ton) area was thoroughly examined . .Thl~ effort inc111ded 
nitionas a critical problem in our soci~ty. Thisr~cogni- . '1~terviewswith police depaltrn..eflt~admil1istrators; mem-
tion has m;companied an increased ,lwareness of and bers ofthedepartment 'j<s~Crimes investigation unit; 75 
concern about street crime in generaI;'Por 'a number of officers assigIl~~W'patrol duty; a sample ofpros):!cutors; 
reasons, however, rape has been singled out,Arid the' jlldg~Jlc,and"defens~attorl1eysexperienced in,ftrying r~fpe , 
crimirial justice system has felt pressure t~ Q'eal more ,cases; 69 reporting and 27 non-reporting rapeVlctiihs; 
adequately With this particular crime. poli(!tHiepartrrients and an evaluation of all 308 rapes reported tothe Seattle 
have been the focal poim of much of the criticism leveled Police Departm,enti during 1974.' In 'addition, to expand 
at the criminal justice system. Tliey1!~ve,!:;een urgedto further the data ba,seestablished during the first year of 
devote more resources to handiefo'~ible rape apd, in research,\a sample of 1974 rape cases reported ,to the, 0 
particular, to de:~J.9P better methods to deal with victims Ph~enix and New Orleans Pollee Departments was, also 
of the crime.' , obtaine4 fOl',evaluation. 

Specifically, police have been criticized' f(}r their in- Duringtheltsecondyear of this research,six additiqnru 
sensitivity to rape victims. VictimscoItiplafn that their citieswer{;fselecten for furtherstud5<'using the tf.lch-
stories are not believed, that their privacy is unnecessar- niques developed iIi, Seatth~, Interviews with atotaP6f 30 
ily invaded, and @i.t the police don't db,enough,~to police administrators, 86 sex crimes uhltdetectives, 214 
identify, capture, and,developcases,again~Uheir assail- patrol officers, 20de'putyprosecutor$, 15 pro'St6uuuuc ' 

" 

ants. 1 The c'onvictionrate shows that only'a.bout 3% of poHcy-makers, and 48 rape victims were completed in, 'i 
rapes reported to police result in, convictions for rape. 2 Austin, Detroit, Kansas City; Memphis,Oakland, a~gJ':': 
While rpuch of iheprosecution,'process is out of the Washington",p~Cdn addition, sarnplesof thet?7'frape 
hands of the police, there is more that police could do to reports made to the]2>etrpit, Michigan, ~,ndKa'risas City, ='" 

develop good cases for presentation to thi}.prosecutor. Missouri, Police QepartmentsweJe:Hso obtained,foi ' 
This manual has been prepared to meet the needs of study.' ,'/' ' ,,' " '~, , 

police administrators in developing policy concerning The result of this int,~n5ive research,effort i~ a reqoghl- ,< 

the handling of forcible rape. I,ll recent years, many tion gfithe, complexity of the problem of r,~spohding to 'I, 

police departments hiwe tried new and innovative ways rape, thelirnitations on available resources.an~ the wide 

,,' 

to deal with the crime? such as special sexual assault "vanetyof'responses that are requireq an~ have been tried, _ ~~' 
squads; new techniques for' processing physic~ ~:vi';:' <in different sizes and kinds of jurisdiction. The is·Sues of. -,~7"~~'-- ~ 
dence; cooperative efforts with hospitals, victiw.cst6ns..:1- interest to the'p'olice ad~in1strator aj:~ c~i!!pleoj(,'1fii'd-', "c' 

ing services, and prosecuror's offiCeS;f&nd"!!pt6ialized interwoven. Chllptt'lr 2 discusses tn~,.Gtimi(Qitapel!~aC' 
training. The two-year research",project. suppolting,'the tions of victin1s, ,and 'legalj.ssm:sT~~olved j11~,the i~vesti-,' 
development of thisdbcuroent was 'direct~d/ioward gaiion of rape.:rb~tllifcr;hapterg~e~thrOt{gh th~ whdle 
evaluating the effe,cti.,(eness of viuious aj?pibaches. processj:roITftl1einitial response to the final stages of the 

The res~!p:cl'lPtt1ect Was rundedbythe Law Enforce- inv~sHg~ti:on _~nd.judicial pr~ee.eingsand dis'C'usses the 
ment Assistanc;~;AdministratiQJ1{National Institute of advantages and disadvantMes of various strategies and;:-
LawEnf~rc~l:.tj'~nt-a!ld,pri.rnitialJustice.))uring the first /':' proqeduresJ0r'hand!Jng tape". The next four'chapt.ers , 
year of tb.i;s>,·research20SJaw enforcement agencies ancr' 'cover spedfic lopicsofimIU)rtapce for the,. polic~ ,ad-
150 PfOS¢c,ptorS:offices of all sizes and from all parts of ministrator includirrgpersonnel ,deCfsibri5;traini~Z':o~. ';i>""" 

th~cour\'try, were surveyedtegarding their procedures for equipment and facilities, and interactions ,with otiiside 'c" 

/handlini~ rape cases. In addition, the criminal justice agencies. 0' 

respon~e to rape in the Seattle-King County (Washitlg-;~ 

NOTES' 

" Nuinerous articles and bboks have be~n written concerning vic- 2 Of the 635 Icport~d tapes in 1974'~nd 1975 studied from'Seattle, 
,; dms' el(periences with the criminal justice system. For el(ample, see Washington; and grui'sas City, Miss()uri as !I par! of this resear,;;h, 10 
Susan,Brownmiller, Against Our WilI.'Mim, Women and Rape, (Simon, "'cases resulted in conviction for the crime of rape, An additional 10 
and Schuster, New York, 1975), tip; 364-368, Our own research, cases resulted in a conviction for another crime,;\ ' 
while showing considerah,l~overal1 satisfaction with police, also re- '\1 
cords numerous instances of the,s~e;complaint5. ~, 

\\ 
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CHAPJER2.RA~E<ANIlITSVICTIMS 
R' f ' 

.. . ~/. 
/' '. _:j ,f';,·, 

Most PQlice officers come i11t9 contact with y.ety'few 
rapes.l The little experience that they do have may be 

,unrepresentative and create distortions concerning the 
.: actual ch,aracteristicsof rape cases, Tpls isespe~1ially 

true for police administrators who may have h~dn9 
direct contact with rape c~sesformany years. EverJ{,b.odY 
is subject to the same myths and biases that hive flrisen 
because of a lack of infonnation ,ai1d~open discussion 
about the crime. It is Jinppttaritlhat police administrators, 
are aware of the¥tualchaiacteristics of the crime and its 
victims in making poHcy decisions concerning police 

- . - fi 

departmc:mtllandii'ng o(rape cases, The purpose of this 
chapte'i·'is to discuss these issuesalld SQme of their 
general implications, for d~ASiori making' in a pofice" 
department. 

. 2.1: The .Incidence of Rape 

where the minority population is relatively small, the 
number of minority offenders identified by reportj!lg 
victims is four or ,five times greatf.jr"than'tI1ih>repnfsenta':: 

". .". ... 4.' _~'. .:-' ".c-" 

tron in the ,pqpllh\ti9n:c§s~a~j'l101~;''fhere ,isn~thing 
>~partlctilady tiimsual abO,!lt, th~#ph)l~ical characteristics.of 

offenders. The majority' of yictinfS describe·tlieif ass,ail ~ 
ants as' aV'erageil1.ternlSQ~ihe,ight and weight. In'approx
imately 60 percent of th~:casesreported to the poIice,the 
rapist is a, complete ~#~lllge'r' to" the' victin'l.' In anothel' 
quarter of the rep0t1~dcases, the victim is adluainted 
with 'the offender or.' has a limited' sociaUnteraction with 
him. The remaining 10 to 15 percent consider the ,,"~' 

offende,r"a clo'sefriend or relative. ',' , ",' 
3. Initial contact. The two most common pliiCCSNlC

~ims reported encount~rihg, their ass~ilant we,re"i~ their 
own hom,es or on thestieet"Inapproximately one-half of 
these" cases, the victims reported that, ;fbrc~" '\yasu.sed 
'againstthem imine4iately. In an additionalthirdpf'these 

There is rio doubt that there are reasons for the grow- offenses, the victims reportedbeingwiththe;aCc~sed for 
ing attention being paid to rape. The num~rofreportedlesstha:n60minutes w~entlleassaultoccurred.Jlitch-
rapes has increased with alanning regularity. FBI sta~ hiking was involve.~ inles~ than qperc~!lt of the rapes 
tistics shoW that 56,090 rapeswere reported in 1975.2 reported toth~pohce. 'Ii , 

This nump~r is a result of an average annual 9 percent 4. We/ipons,Iorcf3,andthreats. Weapons wcere used ,,' 
increase during the last ten yea,~~, This rate ofincrease is in approxirnatelly5{)op~Fcent of allreported,rapeli. Kn~ve~~,J 

"larger than fOf,'any other ca~Fgory of serious crime. At or gllns were mos,J"wide1y employed, but stich itinYs,-<<'ts ' 
the same ti,l)1e, victimiz'ation studies have shown that bottles, rocks,a:n<flIght~d cigarettes were also,u,sedas "c 

rape is one of the,most underrepqrted crimes. Estimates weapons: In 7?Cpercentofthe rape~eports,'someclYpeor " 
are that between only One in three and one in five Japes strong-arm f()rc~ was used against the victim. Most qf. 
are·reported. 3)f one were to make a conservativeesti- these victims reported being overpowe,red andirheld 
m'ate that 25 percent of all rapes are reported, this means' Qown, but choking and heating, were ,not uncomxi'ion. 

'that one in 500 Women are victims of rape each year. (Some type, of threatwas used against 60 percl?,nt of all , 
Detailed analyses of police records and victim inter- reportedvictj(tis:.'fhese threats, were ul)ually, ma~e 

views were conducted, to detennine the actual charac-, against the life oJ,tll:e victim.'" ,!. . ,',"': 

.I,' terisHcs of cases r~iorted topolic,e departments. The 5., Resistance. ApproXiJ11ately onv-th,irdcnf alLvjctims / ,,;, 
following pattemyibmerged: , Jeported thai the)'-were l,1ot, able'to, employ any type of ' 

1. Victims : The victims of rape are usually young and'resist~pce whats~~er.¥9stvJoinen report~doffe,ring , ",', 
singl~. Police reports indicate that over half of the yiC- some 9'pe Qf verbal oiother:fofrn-oflta~~si-"er~~~HU!f.l~;"d..:];:P7 
tims,'are 20 years~of age or younger. Another quarter to, Victims reported fightingwifhfueit1l~§.rul~tginrol.lgh1Y 
one-third of the victims are under 25 years of age, while one-half ofall,eases.p;:pt,rgj'hmal'efy6ne-third of these,,,,,' 
less than 15 percent of the rapes reported to the police are victims repQtted;fnaf theiJ:"resistance'hadno app&rent 
J.:e~eived from women over tnt;l, age of 30. Although effect oritl1~idlssailan~~ii~ostOf them ~ported thattheir 
women ofa,!1 racial 'groups report rapes, black, womell " ;;physiq(Jl resistance ~ltli~ed ,~he offender to become more 
are slightly overrep@sented ,when compared to their violent and aggr6lssive. ' , .' , 
numbers in thege:{i~ral popUlation." . 6, Injuries, Abdut one-half of all \\J,Omenwho report 

2~, Ojff?nders. Most offenders are estimated to be iii being rapes shstairi physical injuriel)9r~Ome type. When' 
,,'thetr~enties, and on the average, four tq. ttve"years injuries occur, they uswllly cOnsi~t of mino{"-cuts; 

.-0 ," " older than their victims. In general; racial miriorities tend scratches, and bruises. Few victims are seriously injured. 
,. ,~,J.o:be overrepresented in the offenderpQPulatiPD; In are~s 'Of the womell who were injured, one-balf reported that 

p:,;:j./'-"1,',':5'" 2 .' " , /, ' ',., ' " ':,,: J" c"" :.~> 
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their resistance was. the 9uuse of the injw:y. ~ul1y',80, ,·Utogic.alt.orirratiomi1 manne'f .. For example; vic;:tims may: 
percent of'rul victims indibited they believed that further~' not co~thct the police ;!pr hours or day:s.oi:',th~y (tDay I> 

injuries would have resulted had they provided additional"~ repeatei{~ly b&~he O1:",v.:~§.~~:RloJ1!~~.:.!~'J'_; ;C~"- ~>," . "._"~ 
resistance. 'v C,,"_ EV~r~,;-?lictiriiexpei1c.nces soine. degree of abJt!ct rear. 

Y 7, Additional crimes. Aboll>- half 'of all w~~~Ihvho,,,,,,, The f~i}i.ple rape it~e1f~s.:mo&t £ommonly perceived as a 
are raped report being (he victim ofapditional.offenses ' .. lifethr~atening eyent rather tnan ~\~exuf1l intrusi\Jn~. Pfmn:.~' 
inclUding other sex crimes. In about 25 percent: of all thevMiih's life i6;:~x.p1idtlyO .thi~~:eI'ied.tItt' addition,~ 

'. rapes', victims are kidnapped 0,!::;0therwise abduc;:~ed. becausi~ weapop~<.~{9ft~.r/'USC'J"1h~~)i6frmfea?sTrigiY~-'-c-", 
Theft is involved in 20 perce~t}bfrapt;·reports.:lnlhe m~J9~t~~.Fpem)anent!,b~diIy' dam,age. It is)hes~fiars 
area of additional sex acts, 4I-bout 30perce;nt of vic;tims· ~~. that ~~y-:' detc;rmin,e and eXPlail1rrl~ny 5~f her,,_acJi~~s 
are forced to commit fellatio. Cunnilingus and' anal inter-.;.duriJ.1~;;thehQI)J;sand~'<lY.$imIlJediat~~Y'-after ~i~:-~ape. . 
course are each .. reported by about 10 percent of victims. In ~:~dition to fear, victims;::are lIkely to e1'penencc;: a 
Victims repprtbeihg forced to commit· multiple acts of·cvariet~of dther~em6tiori:sDsuchas ariget;rshaI?e:; "gui1t~-:; '.' 
vaginal intercourse in approximately 25 percent 'of all helpl~rsness, anxietY~levenge,aiideq)bariassme~~Jtd~: 
t!ases. ',i contm:on for victims 'to exhibit severe . and~l)ruprn1ood',' 

ii- ....... , '." ' .. " 
~" chang~~s intf!:i~diately after the rape. Fo}examp,+e'. d}lring. 

2.2 Emotional Reactions.of-Victims an ini~rviewjavictirri' mightunexpected~1}display· a 
,It 'i '.' . .7.-

,~, . surge'bf angel;JoHtiwedbj;,;;asudden eXQressi()ri of gUilt 
Understanding the emotional reactions of victims to or self .. blad.ie.Such m06d changes caIibe:as sU,r.Ptising 

rape is-critical for anybody dealing with rape cases orfor and unex~cted to the victim a,s,J,lley arelJP the "inter-
those making de~isions concerning how they are han- . ·viewer. J<atherthan' expressi)lg;theiremotions,~-5otJ1e, "'. 
dIed. There are experiences and situations~n life tha~ victims respond to- a rape,y.;i'ih a calm,composed'ae!::, ~ 
iDducle crisis for anybcxiy.Rape is dne such !~~peJ;ience. meanor OI:.··controlIedJP~ftion. "l,rfhesevi~timsdo,nQt,,' ,,' .'Y'~4' 
The psychological reaCtions ofa ."lOman who has been . wish to exhibit emolWKs', es~cia!ly HifrQnt of a strnn:gef" ...f/ 
raped are similar to the} emotionaf.' re~ctions. tpat people or allthority figure .)lke a p'pi:ice officer. Psychological!y;iL-""'/ 
experience in other types ()f cli~essuch as ~evere au: is important for"'t'hese victims to demohstt!!t~;l~~-hey 
tomobile accidents, accidental q:~ath of a loved one, Of· call handler,sf~ess In il-miltu.r~and aamt·:#.aririe~;. :This 

/serious physical injury+ Normf,d patterns of living are api~ara~plofcasm!lness i~:1!.WdYo(llidin~.,h~~~y~jdingi; 
temporarily disrupted by th~s;:; events, and the means true and:bften iI!tense-'emotions.' Trtis.J,;-et}ntrQI"'· 1113Y 
which everyone has to cope with stres~-'Ure severely re~uWin vlctimr~pon,ies whic~&re;-C9n,$idere~ip~fIjpro-
taxed. Certain reactions..;to;~~£h&ti~s.:p;?:11 be expected p}i!Jte such asgig-gling, ~Q1iHng, ore~v~n,'laughing.Ufi--", 
,~~,~ ~P.E':J1.>bbc:eorfSitli~e~-a healthy response:. /f6rt~nately,. t~s~5ypefteJ;~S~9nse-;'iiali';ea~~~J ,~,",c.~_/.' " 

Researchers and medIcal person~el have lUtervIew~' doubt the ':lct!nf~,~~qoUTi('of the. ~~E'P;>," .. ' -. "'. -- .. , 

victims of rape immediately after the attack and ~9rici VictiI11(;~:x~irence t~es~J~zHn&!s aldifferent times: 
period of weeks and mOlltns, thereafter. They ha'1e9b- . ,liTiU'lriififferent wa,}'s'~ipehciing on~he,manner in whith . 
served a common sequential pattern of .emotioflm";feiic-thliY normally,;..c<5~\Vith crisis. Ttie&¢person,al .coping 
tfu'rlbhat have come to be known as the "rape trauma strategieia;&iiffected bY,suchJacWrs as the victim's agd . 
syndrome". Not all rape vjctimsfollow the identical . andina~,jrity, h~r upbrin~ngJ1i0\V"shewas ~aughtto d~'(? 
pattern of response,' nor do they experience the same. wit.~(~tisis), her:tesou,l'ces \\Iithipj;her en~iJ;6nment (P9w 
symptoms or similar symptomS with the same intensity." th(lse close to herwil.l respond).!~nd herfillanciall~tu-
Virtually aU victims,. however, experience son:~:,g.f3he rity. The viCtim's i'eac:tionto jihe rapei~'!l cQ{ftplex,' 
emotions described and therefore the rape)r-ri'illna. syn- interactio,n of the impOsed situational cris~s and;the vic- .. 
drome provides a useful means to disC4$s..tnereacti()uof tim's olNn persoQID'lifestyle.} .... '. .""' ./ 
viptims in general to the crisis otIUP: The ,:ilpe trauma Adjustment phase . ,F'oUowirik their intenselemotional' ,,// 

-. syndrome describes three phases off"psychological re- reaction t<;1. the~ap~:jd9tirn~Oft~l'!gl~'~':eveiy' appearaltce£7 
sponse: (1) the acute phatie, (2) the adjustment phase .. (3) U'llit t!lcy!have/J(!arned to ,copewlth)heif'expei'i~nc~~~'; }/ 
the integrlltion phaSf;;j4" . . V~o often thh' acconlplish thisbybl~kfng';6utan /' 
/Acut;phase . For the first s~ve:'aI~ays fol1owi~g their / t~Oughts regard!ng thejr r~pe:~~&:(f.!1i'f~ge th~ir d~iI¥,I/ 

rape;)tneresponse of many VIctims IS ~haractenzedby, hfe so thllt ~hey are not remlndell of lt~ Ourmg thls penOd 
varj,QUS . extreme psych010gical reactions. Frequently some victimsindh~ate tbey wist) to withdr~w their COl'-W 
victims enter a state of elfiotional shock. They camiot plaints, or th!}j' become uncooperative withinves~igat£!rs 
believe the rape occurred and they may,be. unable to and pro .. s~cui.ors;'J'lll§denialperiod is usurillya teTPo-
comprehend what has happened or what they :should do." rWi1f,ifilge>of'6ut.\vard adjustment) for~at thg;time many 
As a result, some victims act in what appears to"be ~rl::; "';\'~icdins have not fully come to terms wit", their ~i~peri-
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ence. for these victims, fundamental problems may re- critical for criminal justice'~~rsonnel to consider at the' 
main, only to emerge at a later time.·~ time of statement taking, but'lt,can be important latefj~ . 

Integrationphase; The final stage of dealing with rape explaining tojuries the particulai;~f;!onteitt of such std'te-"';' 
trauma occurs over a long period of time and requires the ments. "' . 

. .. ~ 

,. 
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victim fully to integrate her experience into her life as a FoHowing}heirassault, some victims revert,to a state 
whole. Because it so dramaticailyupsetsthe' normal of dependence or helplessness. Since decision-making 

~. routines of a victim:,s life, a rape Call p~oduce a period of. rllay become an ordeal, . these victims can become ex-
.self-evaluation and new decisions. Many facets .{;lithe tremely susceptible to pressure. This can be important if, 

. 'vlctim's life may be different ,after:the rape. Some for example, a relative or a friend has a 'strong opinion 
",~onien tfrid'Ifneqes:ml'Y to change residences in an effort.. whether the victim should prosecute the rapist. Victims 
to achiev'tflfeeling'&f safety~ This is a particularly also become very sensitive to the attitudes and behavior 
commoilbehavior for women whb wel"e'ra~d in their of authority figures such as the police officers and pros-
own homes. Other women spend a great deal 'o{tfrite; ·.e.t;:utQ.rs involved with their cases. Lack of support from 
energy, . and money to secure their present homes with crimii1'lil Justice. personnel~s likely to cause victims to 
new locks, bolts, or alarm systems. become confused and uncooperative. .. 

Victims may perceive themselves as being changed by Victims often respond to the rape with a significant 
. the rape, eithtl! because they feel differently about them- amount of guilt. Some victims exaggeratetheir\ Qwn 
selves or they believe that others see them aS,changed responsibility for not avoiding a potentially dangerouS' 
and stigmatized. Many victims find it difficult to return situation. This feeling is often reinforced when the vic-
to their: normal responsibilities at work or schooL If they tim is questioned by police a.nd prOSecutors about her 
do return, they are often unable to concentrate or carry inability to r~sist successfully or escape~The victim may 
Ol.lt their norml~1 tasks. For some victims this means need some help understanding that, wi,th hindsight, one 
eitger a decisio:o to quit work or school, or a decision by is always able to make better judgments. With proper 
an employer to release the woman. In such instances, the emotional support, the majority of victims come to un- " 
woman's life is further disrupted by the lack of employ- derstand that they probably did the best they could under 
ment and financial security. circumstances of potentially great personal danger . 

• Family support can be crucial at this time. Unfortu- Victims often report significant disruptions in their 
natel)" family members can respond in ways that are not daily routines. Some women, for example, are unable to 
helpful to the victim. Victims describe husbands, boy- sleep at night and are easily awakened by noises that 
friends, or parents who doubt their account of rape. Would not normally bother them. Frequently, women • Consistently, victims report that their relationship with also report losS' of appetite. Others tind that eating causes 
their husband or boyfriend is strained. Most victims nausea, especially if the woman has been forced to per-
severely limit their outside social activities for extended form oral sex. The victim's ability to concentrate may be 
pedods following their assault. greatly diminished and her attention. span temporarily 

The victim and the criminal justice system. The effects shortened. In general, thevictim's"ubility to perform 
of the rape trauma syndrome can clearly .influence the '" normally may be severely altered,particu\arly as she is 
victim's interaction with the criminal ju~tice system. exposed. to. the further strel!ses of criminal justice proc~-
There are many specific ways, for examllle, in whicp the dures. ..•. . .. 
victim's emotional defense mechanisms can interfere Nightmar\~s are a common experience for women who 
with the standiird procedures for investigating and pros- have been r:\l,ped. ,The dreams often consist :'of vivid 
ecuting rape cases. By being aware of s\!chpote,lltJal pictures in which the victim relives the te(ror of the rape 
difficulties, criminal justice personnel at all levels can ,': situation~ The paralyzing feeling of doom -is recreated, •• help victims resolve crkes as they arise. Such a response with such reaiity .that the victim often a\Vakens to the 
can prevent victim withdrawal and increase the likeli· same frightening powerlessness, 105'SO'f a utoriorny , and 
hood of successful prosecution. life-threateningfear that the rape itself produced, These 

The victim who gfves a statement to the police or the dreams reinforl~e the victim's general anxiety.that she is 
prosecutor shortly after the rape may be unable to relate no longer abl¢' to protect herself,and may induce her ~o 
the incident fully and accurately. While thi" confusion r~qllest that lofer .case be dropped, " 

" varies among victims, all statements should be~aken and Women who have been raped sometimes experience 
"<:<later read with a consideration of the victim's elflotional 'phobic reactions to circumstances or'characteristics that 

., ~tktcl,~Uhe time. It may be appropriate either to tape the they relate to their assault. An example might be a victim 
victitl1's'Slat~;'!l,~nt tocapture the emotional quality of her who was rapedon a Stairwell and who subsequently finds 
voice; or to Wl1!t,.~period of time before any f0!1I1al it very difficult to use any stairs. Police and pro.!iecut~ll's 
statement istaken.·'Fh~ emotional factor is not orily should be aware of such phobic reactions, parti¢61a:rly if .. "-;-
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the victim IS asked to return to the scene of the crime or 
to view evidence from the rape. 

Phobic reactions and recurring nightmares are natural 
methods for coping with severe trauma. Rape victims, 
however, may be very worried ihat they are "'going 
crazy", that they can no longer cope, or that they will 
never be normal again. It is important that victims be 
able to talk to someone about these fears. Police and, 
prosecutors can help by sharing their knowledge about 
the reactions that victims nonnal1y experience. Because 

, criminal justice personnel are seen as authority figures, 
their actions have an especially important impact on 
victims. By demonstrating sensitivity and concern, 
police officers~an iIlcrease a victim's ability to recover 
quickly from the trauma of being raped and facilitate the· 
investigation and prosecution of her case. ' 

2.3 Legal Aspeds oT Rape 

Recently, there has been extensive re :iew of the law 
concerning the crime of rape. Since 1973, "irtually every 
state has considered revising rape stat:ltes. These 
changes have included changing the definitiol~ of rape, 
revising evidentiary requirements, and making thl:. provi
sion of services to victLrns mandatory. Tradition<'lily, 
rape has been defined as the p~netration of a penis into 
the vagina against the will of a female who is not the 
assailant's wife. Recent legislation has altered this defini
tion in several ways: 

(1) the intercourse need not be vaginal, but 
can be oral or anal; 

(2) the penetration ne(~d not be by a penis, but 
can be accomplished by any object, in
cluding the tongue; 

(3) the victim need not be female; 
(4) the victim can be the assailant's wife. 

" Other changes in the definition have included the intro
duction of degrees of rape depending on the aggravating 
circumstances. 

Changes in evidentiary requirements have been pro
posed primarily to reverse the imbalances that prottet the 
defendant at the expense of the victim .. For instance, the 
admissibility of the victim's sexual history has been 
curtailed significantly. In some states, it is not allowed at 
all. In others, it is limited to previous relations with the 
defendant. The admissibility of such evidence is at the 
discretion of the judge in other jurisdictions. 

Requirements for corroboration of the elements of the 
crime have been relaxed ill some jurisdictions. For in
Iltance, New York. statutes previously required corrobora
tion tor all elements of the crime. Now, corroboration 
clearly strengthens the case against a defendant, but is no 
longer technically necessary. 

Regardless of the local statutes concerning rape, there 

'<:""" 
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are three basic elem~nts that need to be present in order 
to charge forcible nlpe: 

(1) sexual pene~ation; 
(2) lack of vict~f11 consent; and 
(3) identificatioil of the assailant. 

" . 
Rape investigations should be organized around proying 
these three elements I?f the larne. 

Sexual penetration:: In order to prove penetration, a 
timely medical exam~nation is indicated. Technically, 
the uncorroborated tesl\imony of the victim is sufficient to 
establish that penetrati(?n occurred. If, however, the vic
tim and defendant pres~\nt conflicting te'stimony concern: 
ing penetration, the potnt becom~s a, question oifact to 
he decided QJthe Coult-or a jUry. In rare cas~s, witnes~~,~~ 
cait substantiate that penetration occurred. However, 
medical evidence of penetration is the usual type of 
corroborating testimony that is presented. Prompt medi
cal examination is important in this determination. Even 
if no ejaculate is detected, a physician can testify that 
penetration occurred based on the condition of the victim 
if she is examined shortly after the assault. 

Lack of victim consent. In cases in which the victim 
and assailant are acquainted",and in'11 few st~anger-to
stranger cases, proving laCK of consent will be the most 
important issue. An accused person using a defense 
based on consent will say that he was the victim at the 
time of the offense and that sexual activity occurred, but, 
that penetration was with the consent of th~ victim. 
TechniCally, uncorroborated testimony by the victim that 
she did not consent is sufficient to defeat this defense. In 
reality,however, this is seldom adequate. 

Evidence of violence,' including injuries to the victim 
or the assailant, and evidence gathered from the scene of 
the crime can provide corroboration of lack'of consent. 
The importance of medical testimony concerning the 
condition of the victim supports the need for a prompt 
and thorough physical examination. Careful analysis of 
the crime scene can, substantiate the victim's testimony 
that a struggle occurred. 

Another type of evidence used to defeat a defense 
based on consent is the emotional condition of the victim 
when the crime is discovered. Testimony by witnesses, 
including police officers responding to the scene and 
medical personnel, can serve to corroborate the victim's 
lack of consent. 

Consent defenses are difficult to counter. Since vic
tims often develop doubts about how their own actions 
contributed to their attack, repeated questioning by crim
inal justice personnel concerning her behavior can ag
gravate her emotional reaction. Investigating these cases 
requires the greatest degree of skill and sensitivity. 

IdentificatiOIl of the acclised. Identifying the assailant 
is generally an issue only in stranger-to-stranger cases. 
The first problem is to locate a suspect, and the next step 
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is to develop evidence to confinn the identification. Evi
dence to confinn the identity of the assailant sometimes 
is also necessary in cases in which the assailant and 
victim are acquainted. 

Techniques such as MO files and mug shots are useful 
for developing pools of suspects when the assailant is a 
repeat offender. No one reaIly knows how many rapes 
are committed by multiple offenders, but the fact that 
suspects are identified in so few stranger-to-stranger 
ca~es points out the limitations of using records of previ
ous offenses. The use of artist's sketches and photo 
montages has met with success in some cases. In addi
tion, careful analysis of the crime scene and extensive 
canvassing for witnesses are avenues always open fOi 
more complete investigations. 

, 
Once a pool of suspects is identified, narrowing down 

the identity becomes a matter of a combination of the 
ability of the victim to make an identification, laboratory 
analysis of material from the crime scene and the medical 
examination of the victim, and the questioning of sus
pects. If a person is accused and his defense is based on 
an alibi, the investigation can also be directed toward 
discrediting the alibi. 

Building a case. The essence of investigating a rape 
and building a case against a suspect is proving each of 
the three elements of the crime. This may seem like an 
elementary principle, but failure to follow it has resulted 
in lost cases and ineffective case management. In the 
remainder of this manual, presentation of the rape inves
tigation process will be based on this principle. 

NOTES 

1 The patrol officers interviewed for this study averaged fewer than 2 
rapes per year. 

2 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports for the 
Unired Srares, (Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing 
Office, 1975), p. 22. 

3 In 1965, the National Opinion Research Center of the University of 
Chicago conducted a victimization survey and found that the actual nite 
of forcible rape in their sample was 3.66 times greater than the reported 
rate. President's Commission of Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice, The Challenge of Crime ill a Free Society (Washington, 
D,C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 21. In 
California it has been established that the rate of actual forcible rapes to 
reported rapes was 1:5. State of California, Subcommittee on Sex 
Crimes of the Assembly Interior Committee on Judicial System and 
Judicial Process, Preliminary Report 26 (1950). Police in Minnesota 
estimate the rate to be 1 :4. Minnesota Department of Corrections, The 
Sex Offellder ill Minnesota, 2 (1964). 

6 

4 For a thorough description of this pathology, see Ann W. Burgess 
and Lynda L. Holmstrom, "Rape Trauma Syndrome", American 
Journal of Psychiatry, 131 (September, 1974), pp. 981-986; Ann 
Burgess and Linda Holmstrom, "Assessing Trauma in the Rape Vic
tim", American Journal o/Nursing, 75 (1975), Pl'. 1288-1291; Ann 
W. Burgess and Lynda Lyttle Holmstrom, "Coping Behavior of the 
Rape Victim", American Journal of Psychiatry, 133 (1976), pp. 
413-418: Sharon L, McCombie, "Charactetistics of Rape Victims 
Seen in Crisis Intervention", Smirh College Studies ill Social Work. 46 
(1976), pp. i37-158; Malkah T. Notman and Carol C. Nadelson, "The 
Rape Victim: Psychodynamic Considerations", Americall Joumal of 
Psychiatry, 133 (1976), pp. 408-413; Sandra Sutherland and Donald 
Schere, "Patterns of Response Among Victims of Rape". American 
Journal ofOrt!zopsychiatry, 40 (1970), pp. 503-511; Martin Symonds, 
"The Rape Victim: Psychological Patterns of Response", American 
JOllma/ of Psychoanalysis 36 (Spring, 1976). pp. 27-34. 
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CHAPTER 3. RAPE INVESTIGATION PROCESS 

Investigating a reported rape is the same, in many 
respects, as investigating the report of any crime. How
ever, because of the unique evidentiary requirements and 
the importance of taking into account the victim's emo
tional reactions, it will be argued here that a specialized 
response is preferred in handling cases of rape. Many of 
the specifics in handling rape cases should be up to the 
discretion of line personnel. However, police department 
policy determines, to a great extent, how a case is han
dled. 

3.1 Response Models 

Forpurposes of clarity, the police department han
dling of a rape case will be broken into two phases: 
(1) initial investigation and (2) follow-up investigation. 
The initial investigation consists of all those activities 
directly following the report of the raPe; iflcluding at
tending to the immediate needs of the victim, gathering 
suspect infonnation, preparing an initial report, arrang
ing for the victim to have a medical examination, can
vassing for witnesses, and processing the crime scene. 
Follow-up investigation consists of obtaining fOlmal 
statements from the victim, identifying and interrogating 
suspects, interviewing witnesses, and preparing the case 
for prosecution. 

There are three general response models that have 
been employed. In the traditional model, patrol officers 
handle the entire initial investigation. Cases are then 
turned .ovcr: to detectives who mayor may not have had 
experience with rape cases. In the patrol specialist 
model, specially trained patrol officers handle the initial 
investigation and follow-up investigation is conducted by 
detectives. In the special unit model, investigations are 
conducted by sexual assault specialists. There are three 
variations of this latter model. In the first variation, 
members of the special unit are sent by the dispatcher to 
the scene of the initial report. The second possibility is to 
have the patrol 'officers who responded initially and de
tel;mined that a rape occurred contact members of the 
special unit who respond at their discretion. The third 
variation is similar to the traditional model, except that 
the detectives who investigate the case are members of a 
special unit. 

Depending on the size of a police department and the 
available resources, anyone of these models may be 
chosen. While we believe that it is preferable to have 
specialists involved with a case as soon as possible~ no 
assumption about the model adopted will be made in the 

discussion of the investigation process. Instead, each 
part of the investigation will be covered separately, and 
the advantages and disadvantages of having a specialist 
will be discussed. 

a.2 Investigative Procedures and Case 
Development 

Fourteen basic areas in a rape investigation have 
been identified. In roughly chronological order, 
they are as follows: 

• initial response; 
• immediate needs of the victim; 
• information on suspect; 
• securing crime scene; 
• initial report; 
• canvassing for witnesses; 
• meclical examination; 
• crime scene proc.essing; 
• victim interviews; 
.. forensic analysis; 
• suspect identification; 
• suspect interviews; 
• witness interviews; and 
• preparation for prosecution. 

Each of these areas requires decisions by policymakers 
concerning procedures, personnel involved, and amounts 
of effo11 to be expended. Of course, each step depends 
on and affects other steps, but they will be discussed here 
separately, to the degree possible. 

Initial response. The initial call for a rape may come 
through as a dispatch such as "see the woman," "dis
turbance," "screams heard," or etc. It is important that 
dispatchers receive as much information as possible con
cerning the call so that the proper response can be 
planned. Some jurisdictions haVe successfully im
plemented systems in which a dispatcher or specially 
trained phone operator Cilll stay on the line with the 
complainant until the police arrive .at the scene. This 
procedure is especially useful in cases of rape, where the 
victim may be very upset and frightened of further attack 
by the assailant. By k~eping the victim on the line it is 
also possible to obtain information that is useful· in ap
prehending a t1eei~g suspect. In addition to providing 
comfort and assurance, the phoneope~.tor can also cau
tion the victim not to disturb evidence. 

Regardless of which responlle model is chosen, there 
should be one person in charge of the crime scene. In 
departments where it is possible, there are many advan
tages to having the investigator or patrol specialist 
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respond to the scene of the crime and to direct the 
investigation. An alternative, when it is not possible to 
have an investigator or patrol specialist respond im
mediately, is to have a patrol supervisor direct the ac
tivities at the scene of the crime. The primary reason for 
having either an investigator, a patrol specialist, or a 
supervisor direct the activities at the come scene is that 
patrol officers come into contact with few rape cases. 
The initial handling of the victim and crime scene is 
critical to the development of the case. Leaving that to 
inexperienced patrol officers invites problems. 

Another reason for having one person in charge of the 
crime scene is the large number of officers who respond 
to rape calls and the resulting confusion that this can 
cause. An average two and one half units responded to 
the initial calls in the reports that were analyzed for this 
study. One frequent complaint heard in the victim inter
views was that too many officers responded in the begin
ning and creatbd a confusing and disrupting experience 
for the victim. When too many people respond it is also 
more likely that physical evidence will be handled im
properly and that initial reporting of facts may become 
confused, If there is a fleeing suspect, more than one unit 
is justified, and most police departments have regular 
procedures for apprehending fleeing suspects. It is im
portant, however, both for the comfort and protection of 
the victim and for the more efficient development of the 
case, that these units not interfere at the scene of the 
crime. 

Immediate needs 0/ the victim. The primary responsi
bility of the first person responding to a rape call is to 
provide for the immediate'needs of the victim. While it is 
very rarely necessary, the responding officer may have to 
administer first aid to an injured victim. In other cases, 
the victim may be extremely upset, and the use of crisis 
intervention techniques is called for. The more usual 
immediate needs are simply comfort and assurance. 
Officers should be aware that even though a victim may 
appear calm and detached, she may be in serious emo
tional shOCK, and the officer's mere presence can be 
important. The important thing for the administrator to 
recognize is the need for a timely response. Rape calls, 
even when the crime is not in progress or when there is 
no suspect nearby, should receive the highest priority 
response. 

In/ormation on suspect. Suspects are infrequently ap
prehended immediately during the initial response to a 
rape. In the analysis of police records, suspects were 
apprehended immediately in only 9 percent of the 
cases. However, it is obvious that when a suspect's 
identity is unknQwn, the SOoner information can be ob
tained, and the sooner effort is devoted to apprehending 
the suspect, the more likely an apprehension will take 
place. Therefore, it is important that officers obtain in-
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fonnation on the suspect as soon as possible. One prob
lem with this is that if patrol officers immediately begin 
questioning the victim about the suspect, the victim may 
feel that the officer is not concerned with her. Thus 
immediate focusing on apprehending an assailant, to the 
exclusion of everything else, is not always the best poJ
icy. 

When the suspect is known by the victim or a witness, 
it is better to delay apprehension and to concentrate 
efforts on caring for the victim and preserving evidence 
of the crime. The known suspect is likely to be available 
later, and if he is arrested and charged with rape, it is 
likely that his defense will be consent. Therefore, it is 
important to concentrate efforts on collecting evidence 
tuat would corroborate lack of consent on thl! part of the 
victim, rather than put time and energy into the im
mediate apprehension of the suspect. Problems in the 
prosecution of the case may arise if the suspect is not 
arrested on a warrant. 

Securing crime scene. Even though a victim's tes
timony concerning a rape is legally sufficient to build a 
case against a rapist, corroboration of this testimony is 
essential for successful prosecution. Very subtle p~ysical 
evidence can make a major difference· in the develop
ment of a case against a rape suspect. It is important that 
the crime scene be secured to prevent disturbance of this 
evidence. There are unique kinds of evidence that are 
useful in rape cases that may not be in other kinds of 
cases. 1 Therefore, it is important that someone experi
enced in rape investigations process the sce.ne for this 
evidence. It i~ unlikely that patrol officers have the ex
perience necessary)o process the crime scene effec
tively. 

Since patrol officers are most likely to be the first 
persons responding to a rape call, they are responsible 
for the initial preservation of the crime scene until some
one with experience investigating rapes can process it. In 
interviews with patrol officers, they identified a lack of 
knowledge concerning the processing of physical evi
dence as a major problem in their handling of tape cases. 
Even though they may not be responsible for the actual 
processing of the crime scene, it is important that patrol 
personnel understand enough about rape Bases to secure 
it properly. 

Initial report. The kinds of infonnation that should be 
contained in the initial report depend to a large extent on 
the response model that is chosen. Every initial report 
should contain .information on the identity of the suspeCt, 
the circumstances before and after the rape, and on 
potential witnesses. The amount of detail depends on 
how Soon the inv~stigator becomes involved in the case. 
If an investigator is called in early, it would be disadvan
tageous for the patrol officer to question the victim in 
detail. However, if an investigator is not involved early 
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in the case, the initial report should contain enough 
infonnation to substantiate the three elements of the, 
crime. Fresh evide;tce of lack of consent is especially 
important. Infonnation such as how the victim and as
sailant first made contact, what threats were made, 
whether or not there was a struggle, and what kind of 
resistance was employed is particularly important. 

A critical issue is how much infonnation about the 
sexual acts perfonned should be gathered and when. At 
some time before the medical examination is perfonned, 
it is necessary to obtain the. details of the sexual acts so 
that medical personnel wHl know where to collect evi
dence of penetration. Since victims sometimes complain 
that they are asked too often about the details of the 
crime, it is impOltant to minimize this type of question
ing. 

It would make most sense to the victim if the medical 
personnel performing the examination obtained this in
fonnation. However, in many jurisdictions, physicians 
are either unaware of or reluctant to obtain the evidence 
necessary to corroborate penetration. They may have had 
as little contact with rape cases as patrol officers respond
ing to the call. Ideally, a sexual assault specialist should 
obtain this infonnation and make sure it is used properly 
in the medical examination. If it is left to the patrol 
officer or medical personnel, it is possible either that the 
infonnation won't be obtained or that it will be obtained 
in a way that UpSf'ts the victim. If it is not possible to 
havesexual?ssauIt specialists involved in a case before 
the medical~xamination takes place, and if medical 
personnel are not specifically trained to handle rape 
cases, detailed questicning becomes the responsibility of 
the patrol officer. 

Sometimes crimes are unfounded at the time of the 
initial report is taken. Detennining that a crime is un
founded means that it must be shown that one of the 
elements of the crime either is not present or that it has 
been fal~ified. Medical examination is the best way to 
corroborate the victim's testimony that penetration oc
curred. However, even if there is no physical evidence 
that penetration occurred, this does not prove that it 
didn't take place. The element of lack of consent is even 
more difficult to prove than penetration. Someone with 
little experience in rape investigations would be in a poor 
position to make this detennination. Inexperienced patrol 
officers' should not be given the responsibility to deter
mine if the crime (;lccurred. There is frequent speculation 
that cases are falsely reported. In fact, according to the 
analysis of rape reports, only 15 percent of the rapes 
were detennined to be unfounded. If there is suspicion 
that the rape did not occur, the detennination of the 
authenticity of the report should be left to the inves
tigator. Patrol officers should treat all rape cases reported 

. to the police department as if they were authentic. 
Canvass for witnesses. It is rare that there are eye

witnesses to rapes. In fact, in the analysis of police re
ports, eyc~witnesses to the crime were present in only 8 
percent of the cases. Witnesses that corroborated the 
identification of the assailant occun'ed in 17 percent of 
the crimes and witnesses that corroborated the victim's 
account of the crime. or her emotional condition were 
found in 13 percent of the cases. This is a very low 
percentage of cases in which witnesses were used in the 
development of cases. With more effort, more witnesses 
could be located. In those police departments that have a 
policy to conduct an.' immediate canvass for witnesses, 
witnesses were identified in two to three times as many 
cases as those departments where this was not the policy. 

Corroborating witnesses are very important in the de-. 
velopment of rape cases, and every effort should be 
made at the time of the initial report to locate then'!. 
Anyone the victim talked to immediately after the rape is 
a potential witness. His or her testimony concerning the 
victim's emotional condition can be essential in cor
roborating lack of consent on the victim's part. If the 
police department tapes the initial call by the victim to 
the dispatcher, the use of this recording can demonstrate 
very clearly the emotional condition of the victim. 

Patrol officers arriving at the scene should make every 
effort to locate witnesses as soon .as possible. If the 
report has been delayed for some reasop, it has also been 
found useful to go back to the same area at the same time 
of day or week to canvass for more witnesses. This 
activity requires extra work for patrol officers and close 
coordination with detectives. It is, however, an impor
tant way for police departments to improve their investi
gation of rape cases. Often, the patrol officer who knows 
the area is best suited to canvass effectively for witnes
ses. 

Medical examination. The medical examination is a 
critical part of the rape investigation, both for the victim 
and for the criminal justice system. Even though there 
may be no obvious injuries, the victim should be 
.examined and provided with infonnation and assistance 
for the control of vt)nereal disease and pregnancy. The 
medical examination is also critical for providing physi
cal evidence for the development of the case .. Corrobora
tion of penetration can be obtained and medical evidence 
concerning injuries can be critical in corroborating lack 
of consent on the part of the victim. 

Since part of the medical examination is to provide 
infonnation and evidence for developing the case, and 
since police officers are usually the first to respond to the 
victim's complaint, it should be the responsibility of the 
criminal justice system to assist the victim in obtaining 
medical attention. This responsibility entails not only 
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providing transportation to medical facilities, but also 
developing procedures with medical authorities to pro
cess rape cases. 

An important issue is who should actually provide the 
victim transportation to me{)ical facilities. If an inves
tigator has responded to the scene, it should be his or her 
responsibility to provide the transportation. This is also 
an excellent time for the investigator to begin developing 
a rapport with the victim. If no investigator responds to 
the scene, the patrol officer should provide the transpor
tation. However, one problem arises when this occurs. In 
the interviews with patrol officers, it was found that they 
averaged a two-hour wait during the victim's examina
tion. This is an inefficient use of resources, since the 
patrol of~cer is unlikely to have further involvement in 
the case. 

If it is not possible for an investigator to respond to the 
scene of the crime, it is usually possible for him or her to 
get to the hospital and take over the case. At that time, 
the investigator can obtain information from the patrol 
officer in person and begin to develop a relationship with 
the victim. One of the advantages of having the inves
tigator meet the victim at the medical facility is that the 
investigator is not identified with the trauma and confu
sion of the scene of the crime and the initial response. It 
is an excellent time to begin a new phase of the investiga
ti.onand to help the victim develop a new perspective on 
her experience. Another advantage is that the sooner an 
investigator is involved in the case, the fresher the evi
dence is. This promotes a complete and well-organized 
investigation. 

Crime scene processing, In miiny police departments 
there are specially trained personnel for processing crime 

.. scenes. In others, the investigator is responsible for the 
processing. It is not advisable to have patrol officers with 
little experience or training carry out this fUllction. When 
specialists in crime scene processing are available, their 
activities should be directed by an investigator with ex
perience in rape cases. Even with technical expertise in 
crime scene processing, these specialists may miss some 
important evidence that is critical' and unique to rape 
cases. Another reason why it is important for one person 
to be responsible for crime scene processing is the integ
rity of the chain of evidence. It is good policy to keep the 

·chain as short as possible, and one way to do this is to 
have one person log all evidence. 

One important issue in processing a crime scene is the 
question of when and whether to bring the victim to the 
scene of the crime so that she can give the details of what 
occurred. This should not be fl matter of department 
policy, but should be decided oil a case-by-case basis. It 
would be best to have an investigator with experience in 
rape investigations make this decision. Some of the 
characteristics of the rape that are important in the deci-
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sion are the location of the crime scene and the emotional 
condition of the victim. If the victim makes the report at 
the crime scene, she will probably provide information 
during the initial report that is useful in processing the 
scene. In other cases, it may be unwise to bring the 
victim immediately back to the scene of the crime .. Ie 
may be particularly traumatic for her, especially if the 
investigator handles it improperly. With a serisitive, 
well-trained, and experienced investigator, retun1ing to 
the crime scene immediately may be a way to assist the 
victim in dealing with her experience. On the other hand, 
in many cases there is little necessity to return im
mediately to the scene of the crime. For instance, if the 
attack occurred in the victim's home, it is easy to prevent 
disturbance of the scene. either by securing the premises 
or obtain:ng cooperation from people with whom the 
victim lives. The option of bringing the victim back to 
the scene at a later time is always open and sometimes 
will result in minimal loss of evidence. It is also possible 
that the victim may be able to recall the events of the rape 
more completely at a later time. 

There is a wide variety of physical evidence available 
at crime scenes, everything from weapons to fibers from 
the suspect's clothing imbedded in the rug. 2 Every effort 
should be made to collect as much physical evidence as 
possible, since it is relatively inexpensive to do so. The 
expensive part in processing.a crime scene is the analysis 
of material collected. If the evidence is to be used to 
corroborate the victim's story or her lack of consent in a 
trial, but no one is arrested, it would also be unnecessary 
to process the evidence. It is important to collect as much 
evidence as possible, but it should be processed only 
when necessary for the developme.nt of the case, 

Victim itUerviews. The interview with the victim is the 
most critical phase in a rape investigation. It requires a 
great deal of experience to know what kind of informa
tion is pertinent and important. It also requires the ability 
to ask questions in ways that will maintain the victim's 
cooperation and to obtain valid and complete informa
tion. Victim interviews are clearly most effectively per
formed by specialists. 

Where should interviews with victims be conducted? 
Clearly it is more efficient for police persojmel if the 
interviews are conducted at 'police headquarters. How
ever, from the analysis of police records, it was s,hown 
that, in those jurisdictions where the police department's 
policy is to make the interviews convenient fpr victims, 
interviews were more often obtained, and victims· were 
more likely to continu~ cooperatio~'during the investiga
tion of the case. Interviews are most often convenient for 
the victim in her home, although sometimes she may 
prefer to meet the investigator in someone else's ho'me, 
at work, at arape crisis center, or at P9lice headq'uarters. 
Regardless where the interview takes place, the comfort 
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and privacy of the surroundings are important. Victims 
will be able to give more details and be more open if 
interviews are condUcted in private. 

Another important consideration is when the interview 
should take place. It would be preferable to conduct the 
interview as soon as possible, unless the victim is badly 
injured or has an extreme emotional reaction that pre
vents her from communicating well. The advantages of 
getting information when it is fresh in her mind may be 
outweighed by her inability to communicate well. Some
times victims may feel nauseous as a result of taking oral 
medication to prevent pregnancy. On the whole, how
ever, it is advantageous to interview the victim as soon as 
possible. It is interesting to note that the victims inter
viewed for this study were split, half preferring to have 
interviews conducted immediately, and half after two or 
three days. 

_ There is some disagreement among people about who 
should be present at interviews. Investigators often find it 
distracting to have anyone other than another investigator 
present at the interviews. However, some victims re
ported that they would have preferred to have a friend or 
victim advocate present at the interview. The decision 
concerning who should be present depends to a great 
extent on the ability of the investigator, the victim's age, 
her emotional condition, or her familiarity with police 
and police procedures. Most people agree that interviews 
with child victims should not be conducted in the pres
ence of the child's parents, unless the child is very 
young. They also concurred that interviews with ch~ldren 
are done most effectively by women. Since it is some
times advantageous to have another person present at an 
interview and sometimes disadvantageous, this is a mat
ter that should not be determined by departmental policy, 
but should be left to the discretion of the investigator. 

The use of a polygraph on victims has been the subject 
of much controversy. In some departments, it is a routine 
matter to request that the victim submit to a polygraph 
examination. In others, it is expressly forbidden. An 
advantage of the use of the polygraph is that it gives 
investigators more confidence in a victim's testimony if 
she passes the examination. A disadvantage is that when 
the polygraph shows discrepancies in a victim's tes
timony, the case is usually dropped. A negative poly
graph result, however, is not sufficient reason t6 d)'op a 
case. There may be discrepancies in the victim's tes
timony evert when an actual rape has occurred. The 
m~ior disauvantage is that requesting the polygraph 
examination makes a rape victim feel that -110 one be
lieves her story and damages her confidence in the inve~
tigation which may lead her to withdraw from the case:
In any case, the results of the polygraph are usually not 
admissible in court unless stipulated by both the pros
ecutor and the defense attorney, which rarely happens. If 

there are discrepancies in the victim; s story, _ or if it is an 
outright f(.1brication, there are other ways to determine 
this tharrllsing a polygraph. Very few reported rapes are 
false, aM the lise of the polygraph to uncover them is a 
waste of resources and is a severe deterrent to continued 
victim cooperation. It is recommended that polygraphs 
not be used on victims in the investigation of rape cases 
except in special circumstances, such as when there are 
obvious discrepancies in the victim's story. Even then, 
use of the polygraph should be justified in writing. 

Forensic analysis. Most police departments have ac
ce$S to some type of crime laboratory. In order to handle 
rape cases, however, police administrators should be 
aware that there are some special requirements in the 
analysis oCe-vidence. These include the capability to 
detecfthepresence of semen and sperm and to analyze 
pubic hair ~ombings. If the rnedical facility in which the 
victim is examined does not have these capabilities, it is 
the responsibility of the police department to develop its 
own capability or to arrange for some shared laboratory 
facilities to process this kind of evidence. 

Silspect identification. In approximately two-thirds of 
the rapes reported to the police, the identity of the rapist 
is unknown. In about one half of those cases, the victim 
does not get a good look at the assailant. Several tech
niques have been used in the identification of unknown 
assailants, including the following: 

(1) previous offender files; 
(2) modus operandi files; 
(3) photo files; 
(4) description files; 
(5) composite pictures; 
(6) area canvass; 
(7) inter- and intra-departmental communica

tions; 
(8) motor vehicle information; 
(9) lineups; 

(10) crime analysis files; 
(11) informants; 
(12) stakeouts; 
(13) decoys; 
(14) recent arrests; and 
(15) third-party reports. 

Identifying an unknown assailant is time-consuming and 
requires the application of a high quantity of resources. It 
is important that the police administrator reGognize this 
and commit resources to these activities. In too many 
cases, no effort at all is made to identify the unknown 
assailant. 

lllferviewillg witnesses mul slIspects. There are some 
ways in which investigating rape cases is like' investigat~ 
ing any other 'kind of case. Every inyestigatot'develops a 

~~-::p~fsonal style for conducting interviews with witnesses 
ari'a'Stls~cts. One policy recommendation that resulted 
from interview!!. with experienced rape investigators is 
that it is usually iinIYece~~sll/)' to illform wimesses ill rhe 
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. begillning that they are being questioned about a rape 
case. This procedure hel ps to protect the privacy of rape 
victims and may be useful in helping to maintain her 
cooperation in the investigation of the case. 

Preparatioll Jor prosecution. Good preparation of a 
rape case for presentation to the prosecutor does not 
differ signi ficantly from the preparation of any other kind 
of case. The more complete the investigation and 
documentation of all facets of it, the more likely a deci
sion to prosecute will be made. While it may seem 
disadvantageous for victims to be interviewed by a pros
ecutor concerning the circumstances of her attack, it is 
necessary since the prosecutor has different objectives in 
conducting the interview than the investigator. One way 
that the transition between the police department and the 
prosecutor's office can be eased for the victim is to 
provide time for the investigator to interact with the 
prosecutor prior to the prosecutor's interview with the 
victim. The more completely the prosecutor is briefed, 
the more likely the interview with the victit~ will be 
conducted efficiently and with sensitivity to the victim. 
This is a1so a step in the process in which a victim 
advocate can be very useful. 

Another way to make the transition between the police 
department and the prosecutor's office smooth and to 
increase the chance that the case is accepted for prosecu
tion is to insure that cases are complete. One way to do 
this is to make the use of a checklist for filing a routine 
procedure. An example of such a checklist is shown 
below. If investigators make a policy of using such a list 
in preparing cases for presentation to the prosecutor, 
delays can be avoided and the chances of having cases 
prosecllted will be improved. 

FILING CHECKLIST 

Case Number: 
Victim: 

A. Statemenrs 
1. Victim 
2. Patrol Officer(s) 
3. Fresh-Complaint Wit

ness 
4. Defendant 

B. Reports 
1. Initial Report Form 
2. Follow-Up Reports 
3. Mediclll Examination 

Form 
4. forensic Tests Reports 
5. Evidence Inventory 
6. Witness Roster 
7. Affidavits for Warrants 

It 

Date: _______ _ 

Defendant: _____ _ 

5. Victim Advocate 
6. Eyewitnesses 
7. Corroborating Witnesses 
8. Medical Personnel 
9. Others 

8. Warrants 
9. Advisement Forms 

(Miranda Wamings) 
10. Criminal Records Re· 

ports 
I L Lineup.ldentificatiofl 

Forms 
12. Other Reports 

.,.~ . 

C. Exhibits " 

1. Clothing of Victim 
2. Clothing of Defendant 

5. Photographs of Vic~[;n 
Injuries 

3. Diagram of Crime Scene 6. Other Physical E;iidence 
4. Crime Scene Pictures 

Summa!}'. There are issues that can be determined by 
police department policy at each stage in the investiga
tion and development of rape cases. There are some 
areas, however, in which decisions must be made on a 
case-by-case basis, and these should be left to the discre
tion of the investigator or other persons in charge' of the 
investigation. Policy decisions can positively affect the 
outcome of cases. One general principle is to be more 
sensitive to the needs and desires of the victim and to 
develop proqedures accordingly. In addition, there are 
some speci fic areas in the investigation that require 
greater allocation.ofeffort. The,<;e.include.jdentifYing and 
interviewing more witnesses, placing greate'r'empl1<l§is 
on the effective collection of physical evidence, and 
devoting more resources to identifying unknown sus
pects. Even though legally sufficient, a victim's uncor
roborated testimony is not sufficient to develop a strong 
case. 

3.3 Choosing a Response Model 
Five basic response models were described at the be-

ginning of this chapter. They were; 

(1) traditional model, 
(2) patrol specialist model, 
(3) special unit model-investigators dis-, 

patched to initial call, 
(4) special unit model-investigators called 

by patrol officers .. 
(5) special unit model-traditional transition 

The factors to consider in choosing among these models 
are numerous and complex. Among the important con- . 
siderations are the number of rapes that a department 
tiandles and the amount of resources available. These 
factors should be balanced against the effectiveness of 
the investigation. Effectiveness can be measured by vic
tim satisfaction with services, identi fication of the assail
ant, arrest of a suspect, a decision to prosecute, and the 
conviction of the rapist. 

Role of the patrol officer. An important consideration 
in choosing a response, model is the role that the patrol 
officer should play in the investigation of the case. One 
important fact should ~ kept in mind. Patrol officers 
usually. have had very little experience in dealing with 
rape cases. Patrol· officers interviewed for this study 
averaged fewer than two rape cases per year in which 
they participated in the initial investigation. Even if ex
tensive training were given to police officers at the re
cruit level concerning handling all aspects of rape cases, 
officers would have little chance to exercise tbeir skills. 
Frequent additional training courses would be required to 
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keep patrol officers knowledgeable enough to handle 
well all parts of the initial investigation of rape cases. 
Given the relatively low volume of rape cases, the re
quired investment in tr~ining patrol officers appears un
wise. The ideal alternative is to have investigators 
specializing in rape respond to rape calls as soon as 
possible and take over the investigation of the ca~e. They 
sliould determine what functions can be carried out by 
patrol officers and supervise the initial investigation of 
the case. ' 

If rape investigators cannot arrive at the scene of the 
crime without significantly delaying the initial investiga
tion, another alternative is available. Patrol supervisors 
can be used in the supervision of the initial investigation. 
If patrol supervisors respond to all rape cans handled by 
their subordinates and take charge of the cases, special
iz~d training for them would be justified. 

Another alternative is to select a few patrol officers 
who would specialize in the initial investigation of rape 
cases and have them respond to rape calls as soon as 
possible after the local officer has arrived and determined 
that the complaint concerned a rape. Specialized training 
for patrol specialists could be justified. The use of super
visors or patrol specialists, in contrast to having an in
vestigator respond to the initial call, means that an 
additional person is involved in the case. This could lead 
to problems of confusion in the handling of evidence, 
preparing written reports, and interacting with the victim. 
However, such problems are preferable to expecting in
experienced, poorly trained patrol officers to handle all 
aspects ofthe initial investigation. 

Rape investigation specialization, Three of the re
sponse models assume that there are investigators who 
specialize in handling rape cases. There is one condition 
in which it is not possible to assign special investigators 
to rape cases only. In a small police department, there 
are simply not enough reported rapes to justify a fulI
time d~tective, In fact, most police departments in the 
United States don't handle enough rapes to justify a 
full-time rape specialist. However, even in police de
partments with few rape cases, there are options open 
which provide the benefit of specialization. 

There are many obvious advantages to having 
specialists in rape investigations. These include the fol
lowing: 

(1) Rape laws are changing rapidly, and 
specialists can continue to be aware of new or 
altered rape laws in their jurisdictions. 
(2) The emotional reactions of rape victims 
are unique aM profound. Specialists learn to 
deal effectively with these victims. 
(3) The evidentiary requirements of rape caSes 
are unique. Specialists develop the knowledge 
of techniques- and r-ypes of evidenGethat ~re 
effective in preparing rape cases.' " "'" 

(4) Through dealing with many rape" cases, 
specialists are able to develop ~ongoing rela- 0" 

tionships with other agencies.. such as rape 
crisis centers, medical facilities, and tIle pros- . 
ecutor's office. ' 
(5) Many rapes are committed by repeaters. 
Specialists can maintain a continuity of infor
mation concerning rape suspects. 

" There are two ma16r disadvantages to specialization in 
rape investigations: 

(1) Specialization costs more. It is a simple 
fact that constraints in allocating cases create 
less efficiency in manpower assignment: 
(2) Overspecialization is a~ problerri. In time, 
speCialists may either become too calloused, or 
too involved in their cases/fhere are difficul
ties in transferring inv~stigators:. 

The advantages of specialization outweigh the disad~ 
vantages. If effectiveness of investiw)1ions is taken into 
accqunt, the increased costs of speCialization are well 
worth their while. ,Problems of overspecialization are 
personnel problems that have solutions. In almost all 
police departments, specialization in rape investigations 
can be justified. 3 

Specialization does not necessarily mean.that inves
tigators handle all rape cases, and rape cas~s only. The 
surVey of police departments conducted for this study 
contained questions concerning degree' of speciaIiza~ 
tion.4 In most police departments where'there was some 
specialization, investigation of rapes was combined with 
other crimes, such as ail sexual crilnes,aIl personal 
assault crimes, or with homicides. Therecys enough simi
larity between rape and other kinds of sex-related crimes 
th~t it seems unnecessary to separate them from each 
other . .on the other hand, there are problems in combin
ing the investigationof rape cases with a wide range of 
other felonies. For instance, if rape investigations are ~; / 
conducted by the same persons who investigate crimes ,,:
such as burglary, auto theft, robbery and the like, ra~:4(' 
likely to be only a small part of their responsibilitY)!;Slnce 
rape is so infl1~quent compared with those other/crimes , 
the investigators are assigned. On the other hihd, if rape 
investigation is combined with homicideyeonsidered the 
most serious felony, then rape inxes~iions may take a 
second place to the more glamoro~');:homieide investiga-
tions. " 

It is recommended that rape investigations' be con
dueted by specialists and that they be combined only 
with other sex-related crimeS. Rape is a unique. and 
serious crime and it is important that investigators having 
responsibility for its investigation have few other respon
sibilities that are ~nrelated. They should have\lan oppor
tunity to devel9P'an expertise in the investigation of rape 
and other seX~related crimes. 

J\'ianpaWf?Lf!.Jjocation. Important polJcy decisions in-
- '-.~-'-. --!.::-.'. 
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elude how many investigators should be assigned to rape 'parts of the invesligation. When th~ number clf rape 
.and their deployment. The.jdeai case load suggest~d by J ' investigators 'in the department is small,' one sollltion to 
experienced ra,pe investigators can be taken as a starting this dilemma is to have investigators on call durirlg the 
pO.int. The median number of rapes per month thought to high-risk hours, but have their regular assignment ,luring 
be ideal was 5.5. This is very close to the median number those hours when investigations can best be cond,ucted. 
of rape cases actually assigned to investigators, which In larger departments, it is possible to assign more! inves-
was 6.1. Since some investigators work on rape cases tigators during the high volume hours, but they a},so need 
that are assigned to two investigators, it is more conserv-the flexibility to work other times to carry out :effective 
ative to use a figure of four cases per month as the ideal investiga"tions, . 
case load for each investigator. This means that each There should be a great deal of latitude for rape inves-
individual investigator will handle about 50 cases per tigators to determine their own working hobm. While 
year or about one per week. It must be remembered that civil service regulations, union contracts aftdovertime 
cases are not handled sequentially, but that several must procedures may make this difficult, every Jeftortshould , 
be handled at the same time. They will also be in differ- be made to circumvent these problems fOr the obvIous 
ent stages of development. The same assailant may be advantages of allowing flexibility to rap~ investigators. 
the subject of a number of investigations. investigative teams. Another policy jS,S,UfhiliJJ1E-Usaof 

It is estimated that an investigator may have five to ten investigative teams in rape cases. It would be ideal to 
cases. that are actively being worked on at a time. have male-female teams to respond/to each rape calL 

If there are at least 50 rapes reported annually to a Mostexperienced rape investigators 'and polic~ adminis-
police department, it would be well for that department trators concurred with this principj'e.,.However,. the as-
to consider having at least one person assigned excJu- signment of two people to each~ape cus.e is a large 
sively to the investigation of rape. If there . are fewer than commitment oj' manpower and sh()uldbe carefully con.;. 
50 rapes reported to the police department, other options sidered. An important thing to consider is at what stage 
are available. One is to combine the investigation of rape two people are most useful in thejnvestfgEltion ota-fape. 
and sexual assault with other kinds of crimes. This is the Two investigators are particular).y useful dtithlg"the ini~,--
traditional model of investigative assignment in small tiat"investigation. Since there/is physical-evidence to 
departments. If this is the case, then advantages of proc;css, a victim to intervievi, witnesses to find, and 
specialization can be obtained by assigning all rape 1n- pe'ihaps a suspect, two inveStigators would have suffi., . 
vestigations to one person, rather than spreading them dent work to justify their a,ssignment. After thejnitiaI' 
randomly among all investigators. Another solution is to response, however"only I,one investigator is usually 
develop a consolidated fape investigation squad among a necessary. A determinatior.l should'bemade at this point 
number of small, neighboring police agencies. There as to whicn investigator wHl continue with the case. One 
are, of course, potential political problems associated important factor in this decision, of course, wiIi be.each 
with this solution. However, there are other precedents investigator's present workfoad. Allother factorshopld' 
for sharing resources among small police departments. be the rapport'deveToped with the victim. One inve5~ 
Another solution that has been adopted by small depalt- tigator, whether be calise of ~eX; personality ,0r~eiiY~ri~~"" 
ments is to turn over rape investigation to a large ence will develop more'tapport 'with the victim~' and 
neighboring police department. This is a-Viable solution, should,ideally, be assigned continued responsibility for 
but doesn't eliminate the necessity for the small depart- "the case. 
ment to work out problems of communication between 
its patrol officers and the investigative unit in the larger 
department. . 

Availability. Every effort should be made to have 
investigators available on a 24-hour basis to respond to 
initial rape reports. There are also advantages; as men
tioned above, to having the same investigator, or inves
tigators follow the whole case through from start to 
finish. Both of these facts suggest having flexible work
ing hours for rape investigators. Three fourths of all rape 
reports are made between' five in the afternoon and five iil 
the morning. It would be advantageous to assign inves
tigators to duty between those hours in order to increase 
the chance of being able to respond to the itlitial call. 
However, these hours are not ideal fo\' conducting other 
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3.4 Summary 

Police administrators haVe many decisipns relative to 
the investigation a9~ifjevelopm~nt ofrape cases; ~ome 

'. decisions can ~J.)61nl'??dep.~ffmental policy. R.owever; 
there are many'is~!.le{that should be iefttQ the discretion' 
of the investigator. "Those decisions shouldbel made 011 a ' 
.case4by-case basis. It is useful to go through the rap~ . 
investigation process step-by-step and ma~et~.ese deteFt 
minations. . 

This chapter begins theproces$:'0fcollsideringi.!11p~r
tant issues in handling rape case,s. E?ch'CPdilcedbpart.; 
ment must go through this process 'for itself and take 
account of its own cohsfraints and priorities. One rec
ommendation that emerges from the di.scussion of each 
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stage is that spec;ialization in rape inlfestigation is an 
impOliarlt improv~ment in the poIicei:esponse to rape. A 
number of peripheral issues arose in the discussion of 
procedures for the investigation of rape. These. will be 
discussed more fully in other chapters in this manual. 

'-"',J~ 
:.!'-

These include peC5'drinel problems; training, physical 
facilities and equipment, and interactions wIth other 
types of agencies. The remainder of this mi,Hlua] address-
es these specific j~sues. '. 

NOTES 

I See Forcible Rape: A Manllal fijI' Sex Crimes !nvesiigdiors, pre
pared by the Battelle Law and Justice Center us part of this research for 
the Nati<:>nal Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1977. 

!:Jbid. 
:l Other recommendation~ for specialization occur in Police, Na

tional Advisory Comniission on Criminal Justice Standards a~.d Gollls, 

-,;;,., 

.: .... 

II 

and in Rape and its Victin;s: A Report Jor Citizens, Health Facilities, 
~l/ul Criminal Justice Agencies, National Institute of La.w Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, November, 1975. 

4 See Forcible Rape: A National Survey oJ the Response by Police, 
prepared by the Battelle Law and Justice Center. as part of this research 
for .the National Jnstit<lte of Law Enforcement and Criminai Justice of . 
the Lawf:nforcement Asslstanc~ Administration, 197~.,:;:, 
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CHAPTER 4. PERSONNEL;' 

No matter how well a police department is organized, 
no matter how well procedures are thought out and 
planned, effectiveness in dealing with rape cases cannot 
be achieved unless personnel are well chosen and wen 
supervised. In an area snch as rape, where expertise and 
sensitivity -are especiaUy critical, it is importanttliat 
police administrators devote thorough attentiol}.,(o per
sonnel issues. In this chapter, the focus is 01} rebruitment 
and supervision of police personnel irwol~ed with the 
investigation of rape c:,-ases. . . .< 

The chapter begins with a d.i~cussion of:criteria for 
selection of officers who speCialize in rape cases. Par
ticular attention is paid wihe sex of th~>officer .. This is 
foHowed by a discussion of the process of recruiting and 
selecting officers; dealing with these crimes. Under the 
subject of supervision, two critical areas will be dis
cussed. These are (1) the evaluation of rape inves
tigators' pen0n11anCe and (2) issued involved in the 
termination of rape investigators, either through transff'r 

. or regular rotations. . 

4.1 Criteria for Selection 

.;.- ;1n an interview with police administrators, two general 
thcmes concerningJhe. characteristics of effective rape 
investigation~pecialists wereexpress(";d,'One .was . .t\1J:l.t 
officers should simply have the abilities of any good 
investigator. That is, they should be good problem
solvers, inquisitive, able to handle a number of facts at 
once, observant, thorough, and ene·rgetic. The second 
theme expressed was that nipe jnvestigatiOlyspeciaIists 
sh,9,l!!.~ . .b.1;'; \~~iTi;ime~" Because of the importance of the 
interaction with victims and because ofthenature of the 
trauma that victims experience, it is important that rape 
investigators have a degree of understanding and sen
sitiviJY unique to conducting rape investigations. A prob
lem rema~.ns, however, in defining what "uriderstanding. 
and sensitivity" means and knowing how to recogniz.e 
these qualities. 

The select~l)!1 of "good investigators" is a wefl-known 
problem for police administrators. Investigators are 
selected by a variety of methods in different depait
ments,.ln some departments, written examinations are 
heavily welghteu in the selection process. In others, 
performance as a uniformect'''patrol officer is used as the 
majors~C"ctjoh criteria. In 8ti)J others, combinationso[ 

. oral f~t~rvjews with the ab~ve are ll.sed. In so~~/ depa:t
ments l unfortunately,.ap assignment to the investig,ltive 
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division is based to a large degree on favoritism and 
depenrls:on whom the officer knows. An these methods of 
seh~ctlon have obvious limitations. In the"final aJ1~lysis, 
recognizing a good Investigator requires a qualitative 

~judgment. . 

There 'are no magic inetryods or tests that will always 
pick the most qualified il1,!!-estigators. However, quantita~ 
five methods are usefuL additions to qualitative judg-.. 
mel}ts.~ When evaluating··a,potent!il· investigator, it is 
Important that the requirements;bf the job are carefully 
thought out and d~filfe~r; and that multiple measures of . 
how closely the ~pplicant matches these requirell1ehts ~ 
obtained. . ... 

Administrators interviewed for this study also said that 
. rape investigators should be "sensitive and understand
ing." Everybody has different idegsQf what these. qual
ities are" and how they can be ~ecognized._This ~§,partly 
because there are'djfferent kinds of sensitivity. One per
son may beyerysensitive to the moods and needs of 
people Wh({ are dose, Ptltentirely insensitive to people 
they don't know. Another person may be very. sensitive 
to the needs of a person in depression, but n~t able to 
recognize <?Mkal with feelings of indignation or anger . 
Recruiting sensitive and understanding inv.estigators re
quires further definition of what those qualities' m((an 
with respect "to ra~ investigations., 

First of all, a rape investigator must be sensitive to the 

t. 

""I'. 

needs and emotions of people who are not kn6wn to him"'·";~·,~",,,·,,:,:.:;":".,,,",:,,,~;,; 
or her. Not only is the investigator unlikely to de-velop a- .• c.; 
close relationship to the vic(imof a rape, bm rape victims 0 

of ten: come from backgrounds ~ery different from police 
officers. Rape victims are often younger and of a differ-
ent social c1assthan policedfficers. Their va,Iues and 
morality may be very different. Rape investigators must 
have the ability to understand and be sensitive to a~ wide 
variety of people. 

Secondly, the kinds,.ofemotions that rape victims 
e:xperience a~~7 wide, varying from anger, to fear, to 
depression, to fee1ings~ of helplessness. Victims' may 

.. express their emotions in a wide variety of ways. They 
may be sullen, silent, composed or hysterical. Rape 

.. investigators mu~t understand and be sensitive to'a wide 
variety of emotions. They must also ~. able to recognize 
and cope with sudden changes in emotion and unpredict-
able behavior. It takes great skill to communicate effec~ 
tlvely with someone in crisis. . ... / r:, 
. . Botn35f:'fffJre- aspects ()f sensitivity;:require /iexih.ility 
and respohsiveness by rap~}pecialists. How~w!pe6ple 
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who possess these qualiti~$recogni~ed? S~me things to less expe~iertb~Ctha~men wiJh the same assignmint. 
look for in pros~ctiye rape specialJ.' sts ar~ the types bf £ '. ' .' j/ .; .11 . i , ...' '. . 

" ~.3,Recruitmeot. aihd SelediQn Proc;edures 
activities and pepple withwhomtney interact. Peop~~ .' .., f!. ..' ,.. ". .' 

with wide i!lte~~~ts indffferenttypes of activities,aI1d' ,Every,' police dep~rtment has policies concel'Oiilg pro
with a wide '.,-arietyof types of friends and acquain't-" ceduresfor assignment to investi$!1tive units. Civ!Lserv.c 
ances, tend to possess the qualities of-ftexibility and .1' ic~ r~gulatioris and union. contr:.~~tS'-;ea.fi severe1yrestrict 
adaptability that would suit them to be effective ripe, '''the police adminjstra!..2t~s,abiHty t~iinplemefltthe most 
specialists. Narrowness in interestS and associates should' effective prose~~S f()x:assignq1ent to rapeinvestiga-
be considered it negative factor in selectingpersonnei as ,tions. It is iinpQ,rtant that the~e constraints .interfere as 

little as:'rios. sible"With selech.'.oh procedures. This is es"pe-rape investigators. y , .' 1" 

Another recomme!l.pation f.or selecting rape investiga-, dally critical in assignmer.tis,tD'·sexual assaulfinvestiga-
tio,?;" sIJecialists . is ttlat'they should already haVe-some tions. Police administrator~lrourunl~ike eVeryeffolt tiD 

. investigative ex¢<:ience. The adva.ntage of choosing limit constraints on making the most approI?riate assign::-
o~ly from amotig experienced investigators is the'evalua~ ments. 

Poli.c,e., adrriini.stnitors intervle.wed fortltis study almost tion of-tueir investigative penbnnance. On thebthet:, -
hand, assessme)nt ma'y .b}5' difficult from theirperfo..rm-·· unanimously endorsed a policyofmakingcfissignment to 
ance in investigative:Passignments 'where qualities of sexual assault investigations volunt~ry. S,pme' advoctlted 
sensitivity and, underst!lnding are of less importance. advertising throughout the~~yartnient for. op~niI1gs.c 
Previous investigative experience is an asset, but lack of it while others advocated asking 'selected individllals~Ytle 
should not r.ule out a pr()mising candidate. only disadvantage to ~dvertisingth,roughotit tile depart

ment is the cost in tillie and ehergy in selecting from 
4.2 C;ender as a Criterion , among applicants for' th~ job. Because of the special 

Mucli has been" written about the advantages and dis- qualities necessary'1'6r conducting effectiverape,{rlvesti-
advantages of employing female policec'cpersonnel,boih "g-ation,):hiscost may well bewOlthwhile, .. ' .... c' • 

in patrol a.T1d.in investigative assignments. In recent years> ~:.~ AllotheriTIetnod that has been successft,iIlYc~mployed 
there has been more experience with women assigned'lo in some deJ;lartments "is to j~yntifypcte!ttiaflyeffective 
positions that were previously occupie~ only hy men. It sexualassaolt investigatorsthwugh t~mporary assign-
has been asserted by some that womei1would be much ments. These temporary a§sigrini~nt{courd come both c 

more effect.ive in dealing with sexuai assault cases, Most from the patrQlandother in",esug~tive uriits~'Fhis policy 

-.-;-
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of the people interviewed in this study believed thauh6 has two advan,tages; 9ne"/i~_Jh1!:L. p~-tf(jf!l1aAS~)I1 the co 

se:,?~ the o~ficeris not as }mp9rt~~t a~th~,guaJitie~~atig:~:..c'~~S8igml1eiltca1t5a~esse~7fu(raiiiore accur~te:g\i~lia- x;~. OJ' 

ablIttles they possess . .Bpth men and women can be tlOn ofJhe pgtentlalmvestlgator can be mage,~Secondl¥,:-' 
motivated,sensitive, and-~nderstanding. The majority of .. oy ·assigr.mg aya,riety of personnel. fronflhroughotif the 
the taPe victims intervie'wed expressed no preference depflr(irienqo;;e'(.Cu1:llza~sa:ultsl awa~en~s~Oftii~' probl:ms 

.... "~:e"~:~ GQn£e.:'~}ng se'5 of the inw,stig~tin~pffic~r. Of those. who ,.f<)f~se-,rua1 as;satllrcan'bB:-mG.i~s,~~~~ajJro~ sc~Je; 
did express a preference, most preferred a ~6ma:n. H~w~:' Once a p()olqf.J1oterlti~U~vesti'~~tors has been d~-
ever, s'pme preferred a male officer,:Pnl~re IS no speCific veloped, the problem of selectIOn beglDs. The process IS 

policy recommended other than that fen'lale officers be determi'!}ed to a large extent by' thequalific'ationlthat are 0 

available; if requested,. There cI~arly are 'highly compe{ deefued important for assigI1m.entto·'the position. Gen~ " 
tevtwomen investigators in m~ny departments: If ap~ 'eraJ investigative abilitycan!ie detel1Tlinedprim~t;il{' 
investigation squad is' composed entirely 01 men, or if from assessment ofpreviou's performance in other'posi-
oniy men are c()rtsidered for those positions,. t6j!'p'olic~ tipns: Tests specific to Jape in~restigation are 'riot impor-
departm~nt should question itsr~cruitingtnethods., ,',. '-tant:"Few'will have had 1TIuch::~xperience in the area of 

l' ... 1any investJgators in~erviewed fqr this study belieyed rape inve~tigation.·1-(nswers toll technical' question~may 
that female investigator~:have a.dear advantage in deal- reflect academic,)'ather than in',~estigativeabilitjes. 

,·;::.-ihg ",:ith c~iId Victf~s. F .. or. titis reason aI.one, it shoyld be . AS. d. i. ~cus,se. d-b. erore, aC~iv.itJ;.~e.s .. ?nd a~SO~iation. "spu.t~ 
a pohcy ot the polIce .liepartment to have female mves- Side the Job should be conslder~d lmportant In the ,Selec. 
tigators available for these cases,Compliance, w~thJai( tionprbcess.OilewaYdf-gettingt111s1nlormatiQriois'aiI 
employment aCts requires that mote~womenbc;hired. As essay on interests, .. outside contacts, . and reason~ fC?r, . 
women become more prevalent in patrol and investiga- .. ,vianpIig the as~ignment, prepared by thecJiotential i8ves-
tive divisions, there 'Will be less necessity for relaJdng tigaior. Officefscan be judged notoril'yon theirpqtflfltial 
experience requiremetnts in hiring female in'vestigatoi-s. sensitivity, flexibility and'unclerstanding"but also on 
However, in some departments, it maybe,necessary to their abilitytbe*press themselves. Oralinterviews.cl'tfl 
assi~n women/o sexuai assault investigations whQ have also be used in,this pi)rtion or the~electiQn process. " 
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4.4 Performance Evaluation 
Perhaps the most critical element in supervision is the 

development of a good method for the evaluation of 
perfonnance. Evaluation of perfomlance affects deci
sions concerning in-service training, assignments, deci
sions to transfer or tenninate, and decisions concerning 
promotions and other rewards. Developing clear-cut 
criteria for good perfonnance is essential to evaluation 
and a primary responsibility of supervisors and adminis
trators. 

What constitutes good performance of police person
nel assigned to the investigation of cases of sexual as
sault? Much of the evaluation is similar to that for any 
type of investigative activity. This includes thorough
ness, timeliness, and useful reporting of the investiga
tion. 

Case dispositions are good measures of investigator 
performance, but must be used carefully. Traditionally, 
records of cases cleared by arrest have been important in 
assessing an investigator's effictiveness. More recently, 
attention has been given to the percentage of arrests that 

. are accepted for prosecution and result in conviction. All 
of these measures should be used with caution. Cases can 
be cleared on bad arrests. Prosecutions and convictions 
are infrequent, and are affected by many things other 
than the investigator's ability and performance. It is 
imp9Iiant that superviwrs be sensitive to the activities of 
investigations rather than the outcomes of those ac
tivities. It is more difficult to measure thoroughness, 
timeliness, and quality of written reports than to count 
case dispositions, but these characteristics are more ac
curate reflections of an investigator's ability and 
perfonnance than the more quantifiable outcomes. 

In rape investigations, another critical element for 
perfonnance evaluation exists. That is the ability to 
communicate well with victims and other people in
volved in the investigation of the cases. A measure of 
this ability is the extent to which an investigator main
tains the cooperation of victims and witnesses. Since 
these people are critical to the:' investigation, the super
visor should be aware of the investigator's ability to 
maintain this cooperation. This ability is reflected in the 
number of cases that are dropped because of losing the 
victim's cooperation and in the number of cases that are 
weakened because .of failure of witnesses to cooperate. 
On the positive side, letters and other expressions of 
thanks come from victims in response to what inves
tigators do. All of these things should be monitored and 
kept in investigators' files. 

Most departments have a probationary period for uni
formed patrol officers. However, less use is made of this 
technique in supervising investigators. The first· six 
months or so of an officer's assignment to. sexual assault 
investigations is critical in the process of selecting good 
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rape investigators. Careful attention should be paid dur
ing that time to the investigator's interactions with the 
victim and witnesses and the quality of his or her investi
gations. Technical aspects of a rape investigation can be 
corrected through training and counseling. If a new in
vestigator is having little success in maintaining the 
cooperation of victims or complaints have been lodged 
against him or her, a diffe,ent assignment for the inves
tigator may be considered, since these problems are less 
easily corrected. 

4.5 Transfers and Rotations 

The decision to request a transfer is a difficult super
visory responsibility. Administrators and experienced 
rape investigators have, reported a problem frequently 
encountered is that invl: .~tigators may either become cal
loused toward rape victims or become too involved in 
their cases when on the assignment too 10ng~:They may 
also lose their initial motivation and interest in working 
with rape cases. Solutions to these problems include 
transfers or regular rotation . 

Almost all police administrators interviewed for this 
study agreed that mandatory rotation is not a good pol
icy. The advantage of it is that the danger of over
specialization is reduced. The major disadvantage is that 
it doesn't take individual differences into account. Some
times investigators become more effective with more 
experience and the transfer of an effective investigator is 
wasteful. Another disadvantage of regular rotations is 
that such a policy may inask the necessity to transfer 
investigators who perform poorly. On balance, it seems 
that regular rotation is not a good policy and that the 
length of tenure for an officer specializing in rape should 
be determined by performance. An effective method of 
measuring penormance is critical in making these deter- ' 
minations. 

4.6 Summary 

Personnel issues in the investigation of rape cases can 
be thought of in two categories. One is finding ways to 
recruit and select the most effective investigators. The 
second is the effective supervision of those investigators 
once they are chosen. A critical element in the selection 
of rape investigators, in contrast to other kinds of'inves
tigations; is finding investigators who are flexible and 
understanding enough to w;'I,k well with a wide. variety 
of victims and witnesses. Thi~, ability, of course; is an 
asset to any investigator, but it is critical in the· investiga. 
tion of rape. A probationary period is an excellent time to 
identify investigators who cannot do effective rape inves
tigations. Transferring investigators who have. become 
ineffective is another critical problem for supervisors of 
rape investigators. The key to assessing new inves-
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tigators during the probationary period and in making 
reassignment decisions is development of a good per
formance evaluation system. The system must be sensi-

tivenot only to the technical aspects of a rape investiga
tion, but also to the ability of the investigator to interact 
well with victims and witnesses. 
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CHAPTER 5. TRAINING 

When a person accepts new responsibilities, experi- Interviews with patrol officers and sex crimes inves-
ence in the new position is an important and useful tigators included questions concerning the importance of 
source of learning. However, training is a critical sup- different topics for recruit training. The topic chosen by 
plement to experience for acquiring skill and knowledge. both groups as most important was the handling of 
Training is especiaJly important in learning to handle physical evidence. Evidently both patrol officers and 
rape cases. Rape has been a ~aboo subject. Many rapes detectives were aware of problems that develop when 
are never reported. Consequently, myths and misinfor- evidence is mishandled. Following that topic, in order of 
mation concerning rape have developed. Police person- impOltance, were concerns in dealing with victims, that 
nel are subject to the same societal influences as anyone is, interviewing techniques and understanding the emo-
else and are influenced by myths and misinformation. tional re~ction to rape. 

Most officers have little experience with rape cases and Securing the crime scene. EVen though it has been 
may be unduly influenced by their experiences with a asserted in this manual that specialized personnel should 
few rapes. For these reasons, and in order to. acquire be responsible for processing the crime scene the patrol 
technical knowledge, training is particularly critical f<;>r,_ officer is likely to be the first person to arrive. The officer 
pol;ce personnel involved in rape cases. "::'::~5ciih;):rake_an important difference inJhe development of 

, Many poli~e training progra~s .inc1~de no curricula a cas~~bY';securingahd preserving the crime' scene. 
dIrected specifically to rape. ThiS SituatIOn has changed Therefore, the patrol officer must have some knowledge 
in recent years, however. Some impOltant issues for of the kinds of physical evidence that are important in the 
police administrators in designing training programs are investigation of rape cases. In the interviews with patrol 
what specific subjects should be covered, how much time officers, lack of knowledge about physical evidence in 
sh~u~d be spent on them, and who s~ould receive the rape cases was identified as an important problem for 
tralIllng. The answers to these questIOns depend to a them in handling such cases. 
large extent on the response model chosen for handling Details of the kinds of physical evidence that are 
rape cases. For purposes of clarity, in this discussion it important in rape may be found in the manuals for patrol 
will be assumed that the training will be for a department officers and sex crimes investitlators prepared for this 
that employs a special unit model with the traditional study. They can serve as sourceo documents in the train-
transition between patrol and detectives. In :h,;S model, ing program. It has often been found useful to use ex-
patrol officers have major responsibility for handling the perienced rape investigators as instructors in this part of 
case. If a department uses a model where the patrol the training. They are most sensitive to problems result-
officer's roie is limited, the amount of time devoted to ing from disturbed crime scenes. 
patrol officer training would be reduced accordingly. 
There is, however, a core curriculum that should be 
given to all police officers. 

5.1 Recruit Training and Core Curriculum 
Basic training for patrol officers should include sub

jects specific to handling rape cases. It is recognized that 
most officers will handle very few rapes. However, be
cause of the seriousness of the crime and the conse
quences of mishandling the initial investigation, it is 
importllnt that attention be given specifically to rape in 
the basic training program. There are two general areas 
toward which training in rape should be directed. One is 
the technical skills needed to carry out investigations, 
stich as knowledge of crime scene processing, legal is
sues, and forensic analysis. The other urea concerns 
skills in interacting with people for doing things such as 
interviewing victims, witnesses, and suspects. 
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Immediate victim needs. Meeting the immediate emo
tional needs of a victim may require nothing more than 
the presence of someone to allay fear of further attack 
and guarantee safety and protection. It mllY also entail 
dealing with a very distraught victim. Patrol officers are 
not expected to be counselors, nor are they expected to 
ignore the immediate potential for crisis intervention in 
cases of rape. . 

Training for patrol officers should include a descrip
tion of the rape trauma syndrome in order to sensitize 
them to the range of emotions they can be expected to 
encountcr in their initial contact with the victim. Role
playing the initial contact with the victim is a useful way 
to help patrol officers understand some of the important 
issues in developing communication with someone in 
crisis. A limited amount can be taught in lectures and 
reading, but the ability to conduct good interviews de-
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velops primarily through practice. One way to simulate 
this practice is role-playing. 

The use of role-playing can be intimidating. It is 
sometimes linked in people's minds to sensitivity train
ing and group methods of conducting therapy. Role
playing interviews should not be presented as a method 
of therapy or as a way to change values or beliefs. A 
role-play is simply a practice illterview and should be 
presented as such. 

Practice interviews are conducted in front of other 
trainees and a person or persons with experience in 
critiquing interviews. Victims should be played by 
people experienced in role-playing, using events from an 
actual rape case. All observers of the practice interview 
should be encouraged to give feedback to the inter
viewer. It is important to emphasize the positive as well 
as the negative aspects of the interview. Many police 
officers who initially didn't want to participate in such 
activities have found them a useful and even enjoyable 
experience. Their inclusion is well worth the investment 
of time and effort. 

Patrol officers were particularly interested in getting 
information and training in how to deal with adolescent 
and child victims. Even though they are unlikely to have 
to deal with many child or adolescent victims of sexual 
assault, the added difficulties of doing so justifies spend
ing some time on these issues. 

In order to counteract some of the biases that recruits 
may have concerning sexual assaults in general, factual 
data concerning the crime should be presented. They 
should know the circumstances preceding the crime, the 
kinds of relationships existing between victims and of
fenders, the kinds of resistance used, the kinds of injuries 
received, and the ways in which force or threat of force 
are used. 

Canvassing for witnesses. The importance of canvass
ing for witnesses cannot be overstated. In p,\'eparing this 
section of a training package for patrol officers, several 
examples in which witnesses are critical to the develop
ment of a case can be used to illustrate the importance of 
these activities. For example: 

• the witness who talked with the victim 
shortly after the rape and can testify that she 
was very upset. 

• the ~\itness who has seen and can identify a 
strange car cruising the neighborhood in 
which Lhe victim lives. 

• the witness who heard screams to corrobo-
rate the victim's testimony that she resisted. 

The importance of finding witnesses who corroborate, 
lack of consent as well as witnesses who provide infor
mation for identification should be stressed. Patrol offi
cers should be instructed that it is often unnecessary to 
tell witnesses what type of investigation is being con
ducted so that the privacy of the victim is protected. 

Preparing an: init~pl report. One common complaint 
of rape investigators is that initial reports prepared by 
patrol officers are inadequate. This complaint, of course, 
does not apply only to rape cases, but is heard in connec
tion with all kinds of cases. One of the ways to. resolve 
this problem in rape cases is to allow time for personal 
contact between the patrol officer and the investigator by 
having the investigator respond as soon as possible to the 
call. This would allow time for the investigator to talk 
with the patrol officer before he or she leaves the scene. 

Even when there is time for personal contact, written 
reports are important. Just as with all other types of 
reports, they should be a focus of the training program. 
One of the things that should be covered thoroughly 
concerning rape reports is the need for a description of 
the victim's physical and emotional condition. It should 
be pointed out that this description can be used later to 
corroborate her assertion of lack of consent. [n addition, 
a description of witnesses and the importance of their 
testimony is an important element needed 'in the report, 

Patrol officers should be instructed on departmental 
policy concerning information on specific sexual acts. 
This information should be gathered by medical person
nel and rape investigators, unless it is the d~paliment's 
policy to do otherwise. If patrol officers are to collect 
information on specific sexual acts, they should be made 
aware of victim concerns with that type of questioning. 

Medical examination. Providing transportation for the 
victim to medical facilities may be thought of as a mun
dane task by the patrol officer. The act of driving her 
there is not critical in itself. However, the importance of 
the medical examination should be emphasized in the 
patrol officers' training program. They should be in
formed of the significance of gathering medical evidence 
for further development of the case, They should be 
aware of the necessity to care for emotional and physical 
needs of the victim that may not be immediately evident 
to them. 

Guidelines and protocol for conducting medical 
examinations of rape victims should be developed with 
personnel at the appropriate medical facility. Police per
sonnel responsible for the initial investigation should 
have a thorough knowledge of the kind~' of medical 
evidence useful in developing the case and in the kinds of 
information victims should receive anp treatment they 
should have dealing with pbssible ve~ereal disease or, 
pregnancy. It is recommended that personnel from the 
crime laboratory and the medical facility be involved in 
this aspect of the training. 

Legal requireme1lts fo/' rape. In order to determine 
what kind of criminal charge to make, the person re
sponsible for the initial investigation of the rape must 
understand the legal requirements for tape in the local 
jurisdictin'l. Statutes vary widely from state to state and 
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are also in the process of change. Officers' knowledge 
needs frequent updating. In many jurisdictions, there are 
different degrees of rape that can be charged, and the 
differences among them can be subtle. Officers should 
also be made aware of sexual assault charges related to 
rape, such as sodomy, indecent liberties, statutory rape, 
and the like. Someone from the prosecutor's office 
should be involved in this aspect of training. 

At some point in training recruits concerning rape 
cases, there should be a discussion about unfounding 
cases. Cases are to be unfounded only when it is deter
mined that one of the elements of the crime does not 
exist, or has been falsified. Unfounded cases are un
common. Only 15 percent of the cases analysed for this 
study were unfounded and some of them were classi
fied as such because the victim declined to continue coop
erating or could not be located; not because it was shown 
that an element of the crime did not exist. 

Deciding that a report is unfounded is a very difficult 
and sensitive determination. The consequences of mis
takenly unfounding a case can have serious conse
quences for the safety of the victim and for other women. 
Any doubt expressed by the investigator can make the 
victim think that her story is not believed. The person 
responsible for making this determination must under
stand that victims sometimes react in unpredictable and 
even bizarre ways. They must also understand that vic
tims often blame themselves for their attack, and that 
they need reassurance that they are not responsible for 
someone else's violent and illegal behavior. Making 
these determinations requires a great deai of experience. 
In addition, knowledge of the victim's emotional reac
tions to being raped is impOltant. It also requires an 
understanding of the biases and prejudices that exist in 
general in our society against rape victims. A thorough 
study of rape from the psychological, sociological, 
feminist, legal, and cultural viewpoints is necessary for 
those responsible for the investigation of rapes. 

5.2 In~Service Training 

Many police departments have regular, mandatory in
service training courses for patrol officers. They are 
intended to add to the skills of experienced officers. 
However, very few police departments include curricula 
addressed sr.ecifically to rape in the in-service pffJgrams. 
Since patrol officers come into contact with SG l'ew rape 
cases as a part of their job, it is importiint that they 
receive periodic refresher training specific to rape. 

In the interviews conducted with experienced patrol 
officers for this study, they were asked what ki nds of 
training they thought particularly important for them. 
Although a wide range of topics were mentioned, the 
emphasis was on dealing with victims. They were most 
interested in learning techniques to interview rape vic-
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tims and how to attend to their emotional needs. They 
were particularly concerned with child victims. 

In-service training curricula should cover the same 
topics as recruit training. It is important, however, to 
note that officers who have had experience handling rape 
cases found that dealing with victims was harder for 
them than the more technical aspects of handling rape 
cases. Stress should be placed on practice interviews and 
topics concerning special victims such as children and 
adolescents. 

5.3 Training for Newly Assigned Sex Crimes 
Investigators 

The most thorough training program of all should be 
given to newly assigned sex crimes investigators. Even if 
they have had recruit and in-service training designed for 
patrol officers, it is important that they receive more 
intensive training either before their assignment, or early 
in their tenure on a sex crimes unit. In interviews with 
sex crimes investigators, almost all topics were rated as 
"very important" for a training program. There was 
especial concern about crime scene processing and the 
law on rape. They expressed an almost equally high 
concern for issues dealing with rape victims. A few 
training needs beyond the core curriculum were also 
identified. 

Processing the crime scene. Even if the person re
sponsible for the investigation doesn't do the actual 
processing of thecrime scene, it is important that he or 
she understand what kinds of physical evidence are par
ticularly important in the development of rape cases. 
When evidence technicians are sent to the scene, the 
person responsible for the initial investigation will be 
coordinating the efforts and needs a thorough under
standing of these issues. Someone from the crime labora
tory should be involved in this part of the training. They 
must sensitize investigators to the costliness and effec
tiveness of various aspects of processing physical evi
dence. 

Training in crime scene processing should include 
discllssions of the types of evidence that have proven 
particularly effective in rape cases. For instance, detec
tion of seminal stains is important to help corroborate the 
fact that sexual activity took place. Seminal stains can 
also help in identifying the suspect. About 80"percent 
of all men are secretors. That is, their blood type can be 
determined from an analysis of their semen or saliva. 
Photographs of the scene of the rape can be important in 
corroborating the victim's lack of consent. Because of 
the nature of rape, it is likely that personal effects of the 
rapist may be left at the scene. Since many rapes do not 
take place where the assailant first made contact with the 
victim, it is important to make investigators aware of 
other places to search for evidence, such as vehide~, the 
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path of travel, and the area surrounding the scene of the: 
rape. In many respects, crime scene processing in rape 
cases is similar to other cases. However, it is important 
to stress that there are unique kinds of evidence to be 
considered in rape cases. 

Identifying the sllspect. Unless the suspect is known 
by the victim or has been apprehended at the scene, one 
of the responsibilities of the person doing the initial 
investigation of the case will be to identify the suspect. A 
knowledge of the modus operandi and characteristics of 
rapists is important at this stage of the investigation. 
Experienced rape investigators identified this knowledge 
as one of the important areas to cover in their training. 

The use of various techniques for identifying a pool of 
suspects should be covered thoroughly. The develop
ment and use of modus operandi files should receive 
attention. Investigators should learn the best ways to 
present photographs of previous offenders to victims. 
Experienced rape investigators should share their tech
niques for interrogating suspects with newly assigned 
investigators. The use of patrol officers in the identifica
tion of potential suspects should also be covered. It is 
particularly important to involve experienced rape inves
tigators at this stage of the training. 

Preparationjor proseclltion. Rape is the only crime in 
which the prosecution must prove lack of consent by the 
victim. Techniques for proving lack of consent are criti
cal in training rape investigators. Almost 80 percent of 
the experienced rape investigators interviewed for this 
project said that this would be a "very important" part of 
the training they would like to have. The training should . 
cover all of the kinds of physical evidence, medical 
evidence, and testimonial evidence that can be used to 
prove lack of consent. 

Preparation of cases for prosecution requires an under
standing of the constraints and requirements of the pros
ecutor's office. In training investigators, a review of 
cases that have been declined for prosecution is a good 
way to get at some of the issues in preparing good cases 
for presentation. It is important that the prosecutor's 
office be involved in this part of the training. 

If a checklist for preparing cases for filing is adopted, 
this part of the training should contain di.scussion of all 
the elements of that checklist. (See page 12). t 

Preparation of the investigator for duties in judicial 
proceedings during prosecution is much the same as for 
any other kind of case. Visiting ac:tual trials of rape cases 
and holding mock trials are excellent ways to prepare 
investigators for this aspect of their responsibility. 

5.4 Experienced Sex Crimes Investigator 
Training 

Experienced sex crimes investigators could benefit 

from periodic refresher courses on all the aspects of rape 
investigations. It may, however, be difficult to motivate 
them to involve themselves deeply in such training. One 
way to accomplish the same thing is to involve them as 
much as possible in training recruits and providing in
service training for patrol officers and new sex crimes 
investigators.~ They could 'learn a lot during the process 
of preparing to teach about sex crimes investigations. 

One area in which experienced sex crimes detectives 
want more training is in advanced forensic analysis of 
evidence collected for rape cases. They are interested in 
serology and other advanced methods of analysing phys
ical evidence. Offering such advanced training can be an 
effective way of motivating investigators who may have 
lost their initial enthusiasm. . 

5.5 Other Issues i~ Training 

It is important to involve a wide variety of people as 
instructors in training. Rape investigations involve in
teractions with many agencies outside the police depart
ment, including hospitals, victim service agencie!/, and 
the prosecutor's office. Involving people from these 
offices can accomplish three things: (1) bring in needed 
outside expertise, (2) make police officers aware of the 
objectives and constraints of the other agencies, and (3) 
promote the development of relationships between police 
officers and the people they will have to work with in the 
investigation of cases. 

Training programs should remain flexible and respond 
to changing needs of personnel in the police department. 
It is important to develop ongoing evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the training. This can be done directly 

. through asking people who have been through a training 
program to evaluate it, or indirectly by measuring 
changes in performance. Training programs should 
evolve as new needs arise. In order to do so, realistic 
feedback is necessary. 

5.6 Summary 

Because of the uniqueness of rape cases, .special train
ing concerning them is justified at all levels, including at 
the level of the patrol officer. It is the administrator's 
responsibility to detennine how much emphasis should 
be placed on rape at each level. If the responsibility of 
patrol officers in rape cases is limited, it follows that the 
training they receive does not need to be as complete as 
that received by those who continue with the case. Em
phasis in training should be on new sex crimes investiga
tions. 
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CHAPTER 6. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

Personnel costs consume the greatest portion of the 
budget in police depal1ments. Decisions concerning 
physical facilities and equipment, while of lesser mone
tary significance, are important in influencing the effec- . 
tiveness of rape investigations. Decisions concerning 
facilities and equipment fall into three categories: physi
cal layout, evidence-gathering equipment, and informa
tion storage and retrieval systems. 

6.1 Physical Layout 
The physical layout in which interviews with victims, 

witnesses and suspects lake place can be an important 
cleternlinant of the success of a rape investigation. The 
important issues are protecting the privacy of tho'se being 
interviewed, maximizing the quality of the information 
that is obtained, and coordinating with other people and 
divisions of the police department involved in the inves
tigation. 

Location. Some police departments have located a 
rape investigation unit separate from other investigative 
branches. Sometimes, the location is in an entirely 
different building from other police activities. One ad
vantage of this arrangement is that .it increases the will
ingness of victims and witnesses to come to the police> 
depuI1ment for interviews. For people who have had 
little contact with a police departmen'~, appearing at 
police headquarters can be threatening. Another advan
tage is that a separate location helps to protect the pri
vacy of victims. The disadvantage of a separate location 
is the maintenance of separate facilities. Another prob
lem b coordinating activities with other branches of the 
police depal1ment. For instanc~, patrol supervisors are 
less available, lineup facilities may be located elsewhere, 
and the property room will be separately located. How
ever, these coordination problems can be dealt with and 
it may be worth the extra costs to maintain the coopera
tion of victims and witnesses. If a police department 
decides against maintaining separate facilities, special 
areas can be designated. Alterations in structure and 
traffic patterns within the facUity can maximize aspects 
of separateness. . 

Waiting rooms. Particularly in large police depart
ments, police headquarters io; a busy and confusing place 
for people who have never been there before. ~f victims 
or witnesses are forced to wait in busy halls or large 
rooms with many people waiting for different kinds of 
service, it could prove detrimental to their continued 
cooperation. It is imp0l1ant that victims and witnesses 
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wait in private places. This can be accomplished in 
several ways, such as the use of interviewing rooms as 
waiting facilities or by partitioning of available open 
space. 

Interview rooms. It is important, both for the privacy 
of victims and witnesses and the quality of infonnation 
obtained, that interviews be conducteq in private places. 
Rooms should be soundproof. They can be decorated 
inexpensively in ways that will make them more com~ 
fortable. Ideally, the rooms should be carpeted and have 
comfortable chairs. Lighting should be walm rather than 
harsh or glaring. It is important to maintain an informal 
atmosphere. Since the costs for providing rooms such as 
these is very small compared with personnel costs, the 
improvement in cooperation of victims and witnesses 
would be well worth the expense. 

Regardless of the effect on outcomes of cases, preserva
tion of the victim's privacy is an important consideration. 
One victim who decides against further participation in an 
investigation means that all of the time expended by the 
investigator and other police personnel is wasted. A few 
lost cases due to inadequate facilities can waste a great 
deal of money. The money wasted would be far in excess 
of that required for proper facilities. 

Proximity to other agencies. For the purposes of con
sideration and convenience, police facilities should be 
close to other involved agencies. Proximity to medical, 
counseling, and other such facilities is desirable. Although 
many times this decision is beyond the police adminis
trator's influence, distances should be minimized where 
possible. This can often be accomplished by interagency 
planning. Agencies may establish outreach modes where 
they come to the victim, rather than the reverse. 

Lineup facilities. Good lineup facilities for rape are like 
good lineup facilities for any type of investigation, except 
that protection of t.he privacy of the victim is of special 
concern. Victims often express a fear that suspects in the 
lineup will be able to see them. Lineup facilities should be 
designed so that this fear is minimized. In addition, lineup 
facilities and procedures should· provide privacy for the 
victim from others viewing the lineup. 

6.2 Evidence-Gathering Equipment 
Many of the kinds of equipment for gathering evidence 

in rape cases are the same as that for any investigation. 
There are a few kinds of equipment thllt are particularly 
useful in rape cases and should be considered for purchase 
by any police department. 
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Rape kits. Kits have been prepared and are commer
cially available· for the collection of physical evidence 
from the victim such as vaginal swabs, pubic hair comb
ings, and the like. 1 Police departments report general 
satisfaction with such equipment. They ensure that a com
plete medical record is obtained and facilitate the legal 
requirements in the orderly handling of physical evidence. 

Photographic equipment. Color photographs of victim 
injuries and 'details of the cdme scene are effective 
methods of preserying evidence. They are very useful at 
the time of tdal after the victim has recovered from her 
injudes and after fresh evidence at the scene of the crime 
has been destroyed. They can very effectively communi
cate to a jury the violence of the cdme. When compared 
with the costs of the personnel involved in a rape investi
gation, the costs of purcha3ing and maintaining good color 
photographic equipment is small c')nsidering its potential 
usefulness. 

Other equipment. One item that has been found useful 
in some police departments is a sll1aH refdgerator to main
tain evidence such as seminal, blood, and saliva samples 
or other pedshabie evidence. Being able to maintain these 
kinds of evidence in a secure location can facilitate the 
integdty of the chain of evidence. Another important piece 
of equipment is a portable ultra-violet light (Wood's 
Lamp). Semen is fluorescent, and such a light can readily 
detect evidence of ejaculation. To summarize, the cost of 
equipment is so small compared with other costs in con
ducting a rape investigation, that anything that can facil
tiate the collection and preservation of evidence should be 
considered seriously. 

6.3 Information Storage and Retrieval 

The effective collection and utilization of information 
concerning rape cases is important to the solution of 
crimes and the development of good cases for trial. Al
though a suspect's name is known in almost half of the 
rape cases reported to the police, identifying an unknown 
suspect is an important activity in the inveStigation of 
rapes. The effective storage and retrieval of information 
requires investment and, thus, allocation of resources to 
this activity should be a concern of the police adminis
trator, One principle in guiding decisions concerning in
formation systems is that the collection and storage of 
information is only as good as the methods for retrieving 
it. Information that is collected and cannot be used might 
as weB not be collected. . 

Modus operandi files. M.O. files are standard proce
dure in most police departments. Theoretically, criminals 
repeat many of their activities in the commission of their 
crimes. Therefore, it should be possible to identify them 
through these signs. The difficulty in preparing M.O. files 
is to index them in ways that make identification possible. 
Some departments have experimented with computerized 

M.O. files, bu~ there has been little general success with 
this method. However, computerized files covering large 
areaS have peen successful for identifying rapists who 
move around~ Before considering a computerized system, 
it is advisable that a police department first experiment· 
with manual methods. If a successful method is found, 
then it should be considered for transfer to a computer. 

Usually M.O. information is retained in the memories 
of investigators responsible for rape cases. One of the 
advantages of specialized rape investigations is that inves~ 
tigators develop a knowledge of potential suspects. If 
M.O. files are to be kept, it is important that they be 
designed and maintained by people experienced in sex 
crimes hivestigations. Crime analysis infol'ffiation de
veloped for all types of criminals usually is not V,ery 
effective for identifying rapists. . 

Mug shots. Very frequently, rapists are multiple of
fenders. If they haven't been arrested for rape, they have 
likely been arrested for some other violent offense. Mug 
shots are used almost universally to assist victims in 
identifying their assailant. Color photographs of known 
offenders should be maintained by those responsible for 
the investigation of rape cases. These should be sharea 
with neighboring police agencies. 

When presenting photos to victims for identification, it 
is most efficent to present only ones that fit the general 
description of the offender. It is worthwhile to invest 
time in indexing the photographs so that those with 
common characteristics can be selected easily. It is also 
worth considering having one person responsible for 
indexing mug shots and M.O. files so that a continuity of 
indexing schemes is maintained. 

Sketches and identi -kits. Most of the investigators sur~ 
veyed for this study had used either sketches or identi
kits, but not both, so it is difficult to make a comparison 
of their value. However, it is clear that the use of either is 
only as good as the expertise of the person employing. 
them. If they are used at ail, they should be used by 
people weII-trained and experienced in their use. 

6.4 Summary 
In making decisions concerning aIIocating resources to 

the purchase of facilities and equipment, the police ad-.. 
ministrator should always bear in mind that the relative '.1 

cost of these items is small compared with resources .. 
allocated to personnel. Any small investment that would 
help maintain victim or witness cooperation, contribute 
to the identi fication of an unknown assailant; or preserve 
useful evidence may offset the .costs incurred· When 
police personnel waste time. in fruitless investigations. 

NOTES 
I Information regarding "rape kits" may be obtained from the 

Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences, 5230 Medical Center 
Drive, Dallas, Texas, 15235. 
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CHAPTER 7. INTERACTIONS VviTH NON-POLICE AGENCIES 

The investigation and development of a rape case 
requires interaction with a number of agencies outside of 
the police department. From the victim's viewpoi nt it is 
important that these interactions are well thought-out so 
that confusion and inconvenience to her can be 
minimized. From the police department's point of view, 
effective cooperation with these agencies is important to 
the development und investigation of rape cases and tb·; 
ultimate disposition of the case. The goals of all these 
agencies are different, but there are areas of overlap that 
can be used to develop mutual cooperation and sharing of 
information and resources. 

7.1 Victim Service Agencies 
A number of agencies have developed and grown that 

have as their major purpose the emotional support of the 
victim, both immediately after the attack, and sometimes 
on a long-term basis. In pursuing their goals, they func
tion as advocates for the victim and sometimes can be 
seen as adversaries of the police department. In fact, 
there are ways in which each agency can facilitate the 
other agency in reaching its goals, and mutual coopera
tion is an important objective of both kinds of agencies. 

Administrative location. Some victim counseling serv
ices have been located administratively in the police 
department, the prosecutor's offiCe, or in medical 
facilities. Others have been entirely independent of crim" 
inal justice or medical organizations. The advantages of 
having the victim service unit located in criminal justice 
agencies is that closer liaison between the counselors and 
the criminal justice personnel can be maintained. More 
information sharing is likely and the victim is less likely 
to experience confusion resulting from dealing with dis
parate agencies. The disadvantage of locating counseling 
agencies within the criminal justice system is that victims 
who do not want to report their attack to the poiice will 
be less likely to avail themselves of their service. Cauti
selors may be seen as an arm of the polige department 
and their advocacy role WOJ.!ld be jeopardized. 

The advantage of having independent counseling 
facilities is that the victim's needs are the primary con
cern of these agencies. If one of the victim's desires. is 
reporting. the attack, the counselors can assist her in 
making these reports and serve as advocates as she goes 
through the criminal justice process. When the victim 
service organization is located in medical facilities, some 
balance between these two alternatives is achieved. A 
wider variety of victims may be willing to avail them-
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selves of the counseling services, and their medical 
needs will be met better. 

There are advantages to each type of administrative 
location of victim services. Even if the police adminis
trator has little input concerning where these services are 
located, it is important to capitalize on the benefits of 
each when determining police policy regarding interac
tion with these agencies. 

Types of counselor involvement. Victims may call the 
victim service agency before reporting a rape .to the 
police. One of the functions of the victim service agency 
is helping the victim de.-:ide whether or not to report. It is 
important that the policel department :recognize that it is 
the victim's choice whether or not to report. Police 
should work with members of the victim counseling 
agency in order to understand why victims decide not to 
report. This can pe an important source of information 
and help guide police department policy. 

In other cases, police call in victim counselors at the 
time of the initial report or soon after. Police officers are 
not expected to be counselors, and the victim service 
agency can provide a useful service in helping the police 
department deal with victims. On the other hand, a 
policy of always calling in a victim counselor has disad" 
vantages. One is that some victims may not want !Q work 
with the counselors. Another is that it mayltfad some 
police officers to abdicate their responsibilities in dealing 
with the victim. In general, however, it would be advan
tageous for a police department to work out a procedure 
in which they can cait in a counselor in cases where the 
victim requests it. 

Counselors may serve as advocates for victims .. 
.. throughout their contact $iththe:crimipai justIce system. 

Because of . this> continued involvement, they clin 
contribute lo' a great extent to the continued cooperation 
6f the victim. They can also serve as witnesses if a trial 
takes place. There are many' advantages to the develop.
ment pc mutual cooperation between victim coqnselors 
and police personnel. 

Mutual training.' One way to foster cooperation is 
mutual training. Victim counselors can participate in the 
training of patrol officers and rape investigators. They 
can be particularly useful in training police officers in 
interviewing techniques and in sensitizing trainees to 
some of the broader aspects of rape. Because of their 
experience with rape victims, they can effectively dis
cuss the emotional reactions to rape . 
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Police personnel should be encouraged to participate 
in the training of volunteers and other personnel who 
work in a victim counseling agency. It is important that 
they understand the criminal justice system and that they 
be aware of the constraints and responsibilities of the. 
police department in rape cases. 

Third-party reports. One function of victim counsel
ingserviceshas been the preparation of third-party re
ports. These are reports in which the victim does not 
wish to beidenti fied, but provides identification informa
tion on suspects that may be useful in other cases. The. 
use of these repmts has not met with great success. 
However, the program is inexpensive and the solution of 
one case may well be worth the effort. 

Victim handout. Another function o~~ictim service 
groups has been helping the victim copec-Wltir',{Sroblems 
associated with the criminal justice system. Going 
through the whole process may be a bewildering experi
ence'for thel'ape victim. A victim counselor who under
stands. the system can be very helpful in this regard. 
Some police deplHtments have supplemented this service 
by providing victims with a handout describing the crim
inal justice system and its pmGess, Asa part of the 
present study, a prototype victim handout has been"pre
pared. It i& recommended that police departments con
sider this handout with all victims who re.'pOJ.1:~~rape. 

7.2 Medical Facilities 

Although relationships with medical facilities have 
improved in recent years, there is a common list of 
complaints between medical personnel and police. These 
include the inexperience of medical personnel, reluc
tance to become involved in rape cases, the rotation of 
hospital staffs, long waiting periods, and insensitivity to 
victims. Police administrators should address these prob- . 
lems at a policy level with hospital administrators and 
staff. The solution to the problem lies in mutual training, 
the development of protocols, and mutual respect for the 
constraints within which each agency must operate. 

Centralization. Many jurisdictions have designated 
specific medical facilities to handle rape cases. The ad
vantages of centralization include simplifying the prob
lems of coordination, reducing confusion for the victim, 
and the development of personal relationships between 
medical and police personnel. The disadvantages of cen
tralization are the inaccessibility of one medical facility 
to an entire jurisdiction when one facility is overloaded. 
The advantages of centralization seem to outweigh the 
disadvantages, since most jurisdictions with onecen
tralized facility report satisfaction with this arrangement. 

Transportation of the victim. Xt has already been 
suggested that police personnel be responsible for the 
transportation of the victim to medical facilities. This is a 
time-consuming process for the police, but the time call 

be put to good use. A pre-examination conference ",jtIC 
medical personnel is desirable in guiding the e..xariiina
tion. They can be briefed on the circuIl}starices of the 
crime and specifically on the types Qf:irijuries and possi
ble locations of evidence of ejacul~tion, if known to the· 
police. When medicl~1 ~Jsonnel are involved in frequent 
conferences such as.trus, they will develop the expertise 
and provide)he best medical serviCe to victims. Police 
personnel can also serve as advocates for victims, insur
ingthey receive prompt and sensitive treatment. 

Medical protocol. It is advisable that the police de
partment and the medical facility develop a protocol for 
rape examinations. It should take into account the medi
cal requirements of the victim and thcrleeds for physical 
evidence. A good example, of ciJ9m1.,n>r a .. victim's 

,.., medical examination may· hi? 'found~'nr-the' appendix to 
this chapter. Medical staffs, especially in emergency 
rooms, are frequently rotated, so it is important that 
written proced,4l'es be established. Because of the rota
tion, the development of experience in dealing with rape 
cases cannot be relied upon. The protocol should cover 
all . of the physiCal~y'id~nce t~jaf !i;~fieededTof~tlie'·cIe':. 
veloprtient of the case. Additionally, types of informa-
tion and treatment that victimf should receive for injuries./ 
and possible pregnancy or venereal disease should be ,(f/' 
~0~d. ~ 

Chain ofavidence. It is Important to impress on medi- " 
c¥ personnel. the legalrf1,quireroentsJ9{m~irmvnipg tbe' 
integrity of the chain of evidence. Procedures shotjJ.dbe 
developed for who handles the evidence, wh,e.ie it is 
stored, who has access io the ~torage place, ho\.v long the 
evidence should stay tl1ere, who is authpfized to trans" 
port it and what to do with evidence tpat is 1l9t"removed 
or transported. ' .. ,0' 

Medical witnesses. One of the reasons that medical 
personnel reluctantly becoI1}eirrvolved in rll-pe cases is 
the inconvenience of cou'rt appearance. This .. is .:a real 
proiJlem, since appearance at trial can be time~' 

. cconsuming fo" a busy physician. Another,problem is that 
many medical personnel who treat rape victims are on 
temporary assignment and may later be transferred o(~', 
move elsewhere and be unavailable for trial.· Working 
with the prosec\ltor~s office, every effort should be made 
to develop procedures for obtaining depOSitions concern- ' 
ing medic;/!l evidence or in forms other thanpersotial 
appearaifces.· . 
, Medical specialists ill rape. One, solution t6 these 

problems has been tried in a few jUlisdictions. This is the 
employment of personnel special izi Ilg in conducting rape 
eXl),minations. Nurse-practitioners have been used inthis 
capacity. In many jurisdictions ilis financially and pro- .. 
cedurally feasible to employ a full-time, on-call medical 
person. This has the advantage of insuring a knowledge 
of the J'equirements' in rape examinations, developin,!! 
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experience in dealing with victims, and the willingness 
and availability for CO\lrt':proceedings. Some would say 
that the disadvantage of such a system is that medical 
personnel other than physicians, would be .unable to 
provide treatment for serious injuries. Serious injuries 
are very rare in rape cases and, wh~n they occur, some 
other procedure could be followed. It is also recognized 
that only the largest jurisdictions could support the serv-
ices of a full-time, on-call person. . 

7.3 Prosecutor's ,Office 

'1: 

1! 

Ii 
I. 

encouraged by the police department, since it will hel~; 
lead to better interaction between the police and th~~ 
prosecutor's office. With the same people workingto~ 
getherover time, the development of better understand~ 
ing and coordination is possible. 

Interactions with the victim. One of the problems that 
victims experience is the tmnsition between the police 
department and the prosecutor's office. A victim may be 
required to repeat her whole story concerning the attack 
and be questioned again concerning the veracity of her 
complaint. Many victims drop out of cases at this stage. 

Communication between the police department and It is partly the police administrator's responsibility to 
the prosecutor's office is essential in any crimirtalcase. ·=.alleyjl,l.te~F~()~lems during this transition period. One way 

• 

-

Although most police and prosecutor respondents in this is ensuringthattiprose'clitvh;::.andinvestigators interact,.on" 
study report good to excellent relationships between the' the case before the prosecutor intervie\.vstl1~'vlcthilffiFhe":;L"-"'~o_'r-._ '" ,, __ ," 
agencies, a number of common complaints have been investigator should be -encouraged anct grven,Ql'ganiza-'-"" ·-""4).'.,.b: 

expressed. These include poor preparation of cases on tionalsupport fbt continuing the dise tJJfO'tighout the 
the part of the police department and decisions by pros- prosecution. One advantage in Contipuhig teamwork be~ 
ecutors declining prosecution or plea bargaining cases tween the prosecutor and the investigator is that is makes 
without consulting the police agency. There' are a the victim's ex}i!ncneeless confusing and distressing. tt, 
number of ways improvements in these relationships can also' means that the investigator can continue his or her " 
be achieved. ' ~nput ,i~to the d~velo~ment ~f th~eaSe{~b~disadvanta~e 

Liaison person. One effective technique used in some IS thar It takes Investigator time. There'.j,Vliso the POSSI-
jurisdictions is the use,Qi'aliaison person whose respon- bility that conflicts between the investigator and pros" 
sibility is communiralion between the prosecutor's office ecutol' can be, time consuming. On the other hand, the 
and the p01Lc~e,.rtepartment. The liaison person may be an time that it takes the investigator may be well wprth-
assistant.prosecutor or an investigator: Some jurisdic- while, since it makes him or her aWare of the require-
tio!1-.",cai~'afford a full-time person for this function. It is ments for good case development. It also serves as a 

,tl1~l:eGPonsibility of that person to work out problems method of training. Problems in interactions between 
'bet',veen the two agencies and promote interchanges of prosecutors and investigators will occur, but they should 
ideas. This person can consult on legal and investigatory be addressed rather than ignored. 
problems in cases before the fiI ing decision occurs. Be- Mutual training and sensi(izatiQJh If a close working 
cause of the irregular hours investigators work and the relationship between investigatbrs and prosecutors is en-
heavy demands on prosecutors, conflicts in scheduling couraged and supported by both agencies, the ongoing 
can create difficulties. A liaison person can help ease relationships serve as an infqrmal method of mutual 
these conflicts. training and sensitization. Including proseGufors in for-

Investigators ill the prosecutor's office. Some pros- mal police training wil1 enhance their communication as 
ecutor's offices regl\lady employ their own investigators. well as elevate the quality of the training. Opportunities 
Unless the police department turns over complete inves- should also be provided for periodic meetings among 
tigative responsibility to the prosecutor's office, the shar- i,l!"Iestigators and proseclitors. These meetings will pro-
ing of investigati~~ns between the two offices can lea~ t9.' ,." vide tinle for information sharing and problem solving. 
confusion and conflict. This Can occur both in tb(;,{~e
velopment ofth~i case and in interactions witb,thci:victim. 
One cooperative method used by small- police depart
ments in the investigation of rap~ cases is through the 
prosecutor's office,. When a flUmber of small depart
ments find S~IPPOrt of an investigative specialistinfeasi
ble in their'own agency, they may find it effective to 

'. havt: the investigations conducted by investigators in the 
. , prosecutor's office. 
" Prosecutor specialization. Just as there are advantages 

in having specialists in rape investigations in a police 
departmdnt, some pros(,:cutors' offices have taken advan
tilge of /!pecialization in their own offices. This should be' 
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7.4 Summary 

Other agencies such as victim service groups, medical 
facilities, and the prosecutor~$office are essential in the 
development of rape cases. The police administrator 
should support and participate in the development of 
policies that encompass all groups working for common 
goals. It is important that the police adminis.trator en
courage and support personal interactions between police 
and personnel from other agenci~s. Thi s can be done in 
formal training sessions, general discussio,ns, ancl 
througYf'iiiteractioti's'Ori"'~petlficcase's'; _ .. ~." 
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Appendix t,o Chapter 7 

AS§AU.LTVICTIM MEDICAL REPOarr: 

Plea-52 type a .. print all infonnationclearly. 

FormA 
PatientIntemew Fonn 

For explanation of each item, see correspondin,gnum!ier in associated protoooL 

Thls repol~ may be completed by any Iict'l1~ (ll! Certified health professional 

'// ' 
/;:. 

" 2. Time ofInterviev;_., __________ , 

4. Me~tneno. __________________ __ 
First 

tl Patient Sex "'" . ____ ~_---_ 
1. ~one ____________________ __ 

," 

_______________ . _______________ ~-'·-·----------------.----------~Zip---------------
---------,------------,-------------------

Permission, for Interview~ Exm!inationan4 Release Cif Infonnation 

Permission i.~ hereby granted to the m~cJiI staff of: 

9. Hospital/Clinic/Prhrate DoctOl" N:une ________________ ---------------------

10. Addre~ _________________________ • ___________________________ ~.~-------------===----------------

o To perform a medi~l interview and a physical examination as may be necesaart on the person of ___________ _ 

o To release the resulb of this exaJr'.matioa and iaboraioty speeimena andclct.1!iog.tg the proper Ie,gal authorities:. 

11. Patient signature ______ • _____________________ 12. 

13. Or Pa.-ent/Guardian signature_, ____ ~ ________________ 14. Reiation ______ _ 

IS. Witnes~ signature ____________ ~ ________________ _ 

-----------------------------
16. Date ________ _ 

-------------, 
16. Patient's description of assault (Record in patient's words. include all spontaneous uttenmces} • 

17. Dateof~ult _____________ , _______________ ~----- IS.. rune of 38Mult ____________ ~ 

1 st Copy. Medical Records 2 nd Copy· pOlice 3 rd Copy· Pattent 4 th Copy· prpsecutl)r 

/,' 



,9 

r~' 

.,;:' '.' 19; Note indication of pain in patient's own words: 

.-

. '-' 

20. Checltpain and symptoms mentioned: 

skeletal muscular pain 
abdominal pain 

pelvic pain 

21. Has there been recent treatment GI any d~order? 

No -- Yes Describe 

n . Has there been any cleansing since the assault? 

No --- Yes Descnbe 

23. (Vaginal assanlt only) Ll'lTMP _ 

. '.-~:-- - -

headache 
bleeding 

discharge 

"':"1 
~- -</ 

___ tenesmus 
__ dysuria 

___ other 

-?-,-
/;~. 

,,; . 

/;;p 

24. (Vaginal assault only) Date of last previous coiWl!1J.eforeasiiault ____ ~ ___ ..... ______ ~,;;;.~~ .. _:';/_:__-----
-:.-::--::---.., 

25. Additional remarks: _~> 
-;,-..-

- -,~-.'~' 

-.'--

-------.....,~'".':""-'".".;..' ..... _-------------------- ==',---..... .....---------------::.,;. .:.:-

• 

0.::-' 

1. t",..detStari(fth~t the law considers the examining licensed. or certified health p~fessional as an eye wjtne~ in the body oh.vents 
surrounding a potential crime. What a patient/victim says to medi~l, !!Wf may be admissable as an exc~ption tt) the hearsaY rule, • 
and these statemen~s may be important in determining the'tmtb ~rore a Ndse or Jury. I agree to preserVe thesestatem~nts as part 
of this patient's history. . .... . . 

; ~\ .0' 

26. Interviewer signature _, ____ ...:;.!.;. ... ~:;.;.:.'M· _______ ...,..-.. ·~···--~------~--~---...... ______ _ 

27. Interviewer name ____ _ (. ..~.-/ .,: ___________ ..... __ ~---- 28. 
.~ .. ~-

• 
30, .: ~:ate!'.;iewer t1uent in English ___ Yes __ No 

• 
1 st Copy· Medical RccoId~' . (. 

2 nd Copy' .pollca 3 rd .copy· Patient 

e. 
: ,. 



• 

• 
.) 

• --:~ 

~. 

ASSA ULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT 

Form B.:·' ~. 

Patient Examination F~tm 

Please type or print all information clearly. 
Fer explanation of eai:h item, see corresponding number i., associated protocol • 
This examination and report may be completed by any licensed or certified health professional. 
---------------------------------------------~.:-...,€.'.-
31. Date of examination ___________________ 32. Time of Examinati!>-rl~;;.;.<''-... _. __ "'_ ... _.,..,. ______ _ 

;;.;-'-~ 

33. Patient Name_. ____ ~ ______ ~ __ ~-------- 34. Medj~Filei'~o . 
Last First 

-~-~,-------------------~~----~---------=~--~---~~~~--~-------~--~~~-----~~-
35. Appearance of patient's clothil18: (Check if yes) " "r'-

36. 

___ Missing 

_Torn' 
___ . Soiled 

___ Soiled 0' miiady 
___ I?~.~i~·6i ~et 
-:-:-,::'Blood Stains 

Patient changed clothing between assault and arrh'aI at examination? 

___ Leaves, grass imllifddec:i 
___ Other as described 

(, 

Yes No ._~,~:".i:!' <~/:~:> \;.:-

Itemize clothing placed in containers separately and tagge..~ ,(P!~~d~~;;: 37. 
':.,.:" 

" ..... 
38. Describ.e prt~nce of trauma to skin of entire body. Indicate location using chart. Describe exact appearance and size. Indicate 

... ' 'jlo$oibh~ source such as teeth, cigarette • •.. <-- .. 

• 

• 

• 

39. Itemize photos or X-rays or patieiit~ 
,---=. i) 

I· 
1 ~t cOil'll. Medical Records 

:1' 
3 rd Copy· Patient '.c 4 til Copy· Prosecutor 2 nd COPy· Police 

(I 

(j 



41. Describe internal trauma (Speculum and bimanual examination): 

_ Lacerations present, Describe: 

42. Is there discharge? No _Yes Describe: 

43. Checklist of symptoms of extreme mental trauma: 

o Patient seems extremely quiet, passive, withdrawn; unresponsive. shows little emotion at all. 

o Patient says Little or nothing; seems unable to talk. 

o Patient cries loudly and continually in a hysterical fashion. 

o Patient laughs, jokes with those around· incongruously lighthearted. 

o Patient expresses fear that his/her body was broken, permanently damaged or changed in some way. 

o Patient exhibits serious breaks with reality, e.g. sensory, auditory or visual hallucinati~Ul" 

o Patient expresses (ears of falling apart, going crazy, disappearing. 

o Patient refuses to leave the facility. 

o Patient expresses suicidal ideation. 
[J Other ______________________________________________________________________________ _ 

1 sf CDPY • Medical. RecDrds 2.nd Copy· POlice 3.td COpy • Patient 

'l • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

'. 
• 

• 

------------

44. Immediate Laboratory Examination of wet mount slide: (List source affected area and check result). 

List Source 
Areaa 

Sperm 
Present 

Sperm 
Absent 

Sperm 
Motile 

Sperm 
Nonmotile 

45. Signature of Legal Authority receiving this information, clothing and the following specimens: _______________ _ 

46. 0 A!r-dried cotton swabs· 2 sets from affected area (list body sources) 

47. 0 Dry unstained slides (list body sources) 

48. 0 Fibers from patient's body 

49. 0 Combing from patient's head 

SO. 0 Combing from pubic area 

51. D 6·8 hair samples pulled from pubis 

52. D 12 strands patient's head hair pulled from different regions of bead 

53. 0 Saliva sample: cotton cloth in patient's mouth and air dried 

" 54. 0 4 drops of patient's blood dried on cotton cloth 

I understand that the law considers the examining licensed or certified health professional as an eye witness in the body of 
events 3unounding a potential crime, and that I may be called to testify and be cross-examined about my findings in this 
examination. 

55 •. Examining health professional signature 

56. Examining health professional printed name 

Title 

57. Supervising physician name, if any 

58. (If known) Termination date of this employment 

59. Examiner fluent in English 

_Yes No 

1 st CoPy· Medical Records 2 nd Copy· Police 3 ra Copy· Patient 4 th Copy· Prosecutor 



,ASSAULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT ·1 
Forme 

Patient Treatment Record 

Please type or print all information clearly. 
For explanation of each iter,n, see corresponding number in aSsociated protocol. • 
60. Date of treatment ________________ _ 61. Time of treatment ________________ _ 

62. Patient Name __________________________ 63. Medical File No. _________ _ 
WIst First 

64. Statement of Patient's Rights . • 
.1. You have the right to considerate and respectful care by doctors and nurses. 

2. You have the right to privacy and confidentiality for yourself and your medical re!=ords. 

3. You have the right to full information about treatment. • 4. You have the right to refuse or choose treatment offered, and to leave the location of medical service when you willh. 

5. You have the right to continued care and timely treatment of your future health problems related to this incident. 

Tests given to patient: 

65. GC culture Yes No 66. VDRL _Yes No • 
67. Pap smear Yes No 68. Pre8l1ancy test Yes No 

69. Other information No Yes Describe: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
Treatment given to patient: 

70" VD prophylaxis No Yes Describe: 

71. Medication given: 

• '72. Medication prescribed: 

73. Other treatmcnt givcn: 
,. 

Future treatment planned 

74. Transfer to another medical facility • Name 

75. Appointment in 6 weeks for repeat GC culture, VDRL, and pregnancy test: 

Date ______________ Time _____ Place ~~ ___________________ _ 

• 76. Referred for counselling, or introduced ('ir follow-up to: 

• 
1 st copy - Medical Records 2 nd Copy - Patlont 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

CONCLUSION 
As a result of the feminist movement, media coverage, 

and general changes in social attitudes, increased public 
attention has been focused on rape. As a result, police 
departments often feel pressure to adopt better strategies 
for handling the crime. However, it is unlikely that any 
particular strategy adopted by a police department will 
have a dramatic impact. Furthermore, available 
strategies are limited by the scarcity of resources. 
Nonetheless, police departments would benefit by re
sponding to public pressure and rising expectations. 
Many departments already have adopted innovative or
ganizational changes, developed better training pro
grams, or devoted greater manpower to handling rape 

cases. Police have acknowledged mistakes they make, 
especially with regard to victims. There are programs 
that can be practically and economically implemented to 
correct deficiencies. 

The issues presented in this manual can be consic]ered 
catalysts for further discussion of ways to improve pOlice 
departments' response to rape. There are no ideal solu
tions. Each organization must make decisions within its 
own constraints. At best, these decisions may result in 
more apprehensions and convictions. They surely can 
lead to better treatment of victims. While the answers are 
not obvious, especially in light of other needs and limited 
resources, the problems cannot be ignored. 
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